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This report was prepared as an account of Government-sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, the United States Department of Energy, nor 
any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. 

B. 

Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, apparatus 
method, or process disclosed in this report may not 
infringe privately-owned rights; or 

Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or 
for damages resulting from the use of, any informa
tion, apparatus, method, or process discussed in this 
report. · 

As used in the above, 'person acting on behalf of the Commission' includes 
any employee or contractor of the Administration or employee of such 
contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor prepares, 
disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his 
employment or contract with the Administration or his employment with 
such contractor. · 
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M~ I. T. LMFBR Blanket Research Project 

Final Summary Report 

by 

M. J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

This is a final summary report on an experimental and analytical 

program for the investigation of LMFBR blanket characteristics carried 

out at M. I. T. in the period 1969-1983. During this span of time, work 

was carried out on a wide range of subtasks, ranging from neutronic and 

photonic measurements in mockups of blankets using the Blanket Test 

Facility at the M. I. T. Research Reactor, to analytic/ numerical investi

gations of blanket design and economics. 

The main function of this report is to serve as a resource 

document which will permit ready reference to the more detailed topical 

reports and theses issued over the years on the various aspects of project 

activities. In addition, one aspect of work completed during the final 

year of the project, on doubly -heterogeneous blanket configurations, is 

documented for the record. 
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SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1. 1 . Foreword 

This is the final summary report of the LIVIF:SR Blanket Project. 

It surveys the entire history of the project, from early 1968 through late 

1983. During almost all of this period the project was supported by a 

succession of AEC /ERDA /DOE research contracts. 

Although the project's work has been thoroughly documented in a 

succession of quarterly progress reports, which were concluded with the 

October-December 19~2 issue, seven annual progress reports covering 

the period 1970 through 1976, and numerous other publications (see 

Section 3 of this report):, it was felt that an overall summary publication 

would prove useful. In addition, the final phase of the FY '83 effort 

deserved to be recorded in a readily retrievable document. 

1.2 HistoricaJ Perspective 

Table 1. 1 lists some key milestones in the life of the Blanket 

Research Project. As noted, construction of the Blanket Test Facility 

at the MIT Research Reactor began in July 1968, funded by an. MIT 

research grant, a~ a doctoral thesis project by Ian A. Forbes. ·In July 

1969, research support by the AEC commenced, and thus essentially all 

of the work actually completed in this area has been under AEC /ERDA/ 

DOE auspices. Quite understandably, then, the program has been 

closely aligneLl to the overall U.S. LMFBR base tech.nology effort, and_ 

· the roster of research topics addressed over the years has reflected the 

evolving focus of the DOE program to an appreciable extent. 

A parallel goal, in addition to advancing the state of the art in 

! ·• ,.tf'" 
":(:-.. 

··~.: . ... 
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Table 1. 1· 

lVIIT Blanket Research Project Milestones 

April 1967: 

July 1968: 

July 1969: 

October 1969: 

. .. March 1970: 

February 1972: · 

March 1972: 

January 1973: 

May 1974: 

October 1976: 

January 1978: 

September 1978: 

December 1982: 

Internal Proposal (Thesis Prospectus). 

Cons'truction start on Blanket Test Facility 
(BTF) at MITR; cost is $29, 000 from Reactor 
Uenovation Fundo. 

First AEC 3-year contract. 

Start runs on First Blanket Mockup - a Steel 
and Borax Facility Test Assembly. 

Start runs on Mockup No.2 - simulating a 
1, 000 M\Ve LMFBR. 

Start runs on Mockup No.3 - a Graphite
Reflected Blanket. 

Start of analytic work on Parfait (Internal·AxiaU 
Blanket concept. 

Sta..r·t runs on Mockup No.4 ·· a "Demo11 reactor 
blanket (L.::..rder dl"iver spectrum than· No.2). 

MIT reactor shutdown for renovations; Blanket 
Project focus bec.omes more an.alytical/ 
numerical. 

MITR-II resumes full power operations - BTF. 
neutron flux one-third that of MITR-I; cost of 
irradiation 3X higher. Mockup No.5 studied -
one row of fuel with thick steel reflector. 

Mockup No. o in place: a 3-row blanket contain
ing special assemblies: Thorium and Interface. 

Experimental facility placed in standby .c:;ta.tus-.
Second phase· of primarily analytical work. 

Nominal end of proje.ct - return of fuel to DOE 
underway. 
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science and technology, has been the training of students who would go on 

to participate in the U~ S. nuclear program. Since this aspect has not 

been highlighted in the past, a bit more detail is included here. 
! 

Table 1. 2 

is a roster of students who hav~ been· assoCiated· with the project in one 
.. ' 

role or anoth_e~_, __ in roughly chronological-order. To summarise the 

relevant statistics:- some 40 .stu.dents were aided by support as research 

assistants; 19 completed doctoral theses on the project, while 23, 3 and 
. . . . ~ 

4 did master's, engineer'~ and bachelor's thesis· proJects, respectively. 
. , 

In addition, another 31 students were associated to a lesser extent.-

carrying out special project ·research for subject credit, working part-time 

as lab assistants, etc. 

'. 

' ' ---

.·z: ... 1.0r~; 
f?·--:'"~·s:£. 
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Table 1. 2 · 

Roster-_of Students Associated with the MIT Blanket Project 

Doctoral Students 

I. A. Forbes 
S. T. Brewer 
J. N. Donohew 
c. S. Kang 
T. C. Leung 
N. R. Ortiz 
lVI. K. Sheaffer 
C. P. Tzanos 
A. Tagishi 
G. A. Ducat 
G. J. Brown 
M. V. Gregory 
M. S. Kalra 
0. K. Kadiroglu 
P. J. Wood 
J. I. Shin 
A. Salehi 
M. Saidi 
B. Aten 

Engineer's Degree Students 

P. A. Scheinert 
S. S. Wu 
H. Aminfar 

1968-1983 

Master's Students 

C. W. Forsberg 
S. L. Ho . 
A. Pant 
P. G. Mertens 
N. A. Passman 
D. Shupe 
W. J. Westlake 
G. J. Brown 
S. Y. Ho 
J. K. Chan 
T. P. Choong . 
R. J .· Kennerley 
R. E. Masterson 
lVI. K. Yeung 
D. A. Bruver .. 
C . .L~. Cliart:ibe:i."S 
M. Ketabi 
H. A. Morneau. 
R. A. k-mnock 
M. S. Macher 
D. Aldrich 
S. Ahmad 
M. Plys 

Bachelor's Degree Students 

D. Lal 
A. M. Thomp13on 
F. R. Field 
D. W. Medeiros 
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Table 1. 2 (continued) 

. * Research Assistants 

I. A. Forbes 
S. Ahmed Ali 
S. T. Brewer 
D. K. Choi 
,J. N. Donohew 
C. S. Kang 
T. C. Leung 
E. L. McFarland 
G. J. Brown 
P. L. Hendrick 
C. P. Tzanos 
P. Delaquil · 

·S. Y. Ho 
J. K. Chan 
T. P. Choong 
G. A. Ducat 
M. V. Gregory 
0. K. Kadiroglu 
P. A. Scheinert 
A. M. Thompson 
M. S. Ka1ra 
Y. ·Lukic 
J. I. Shin. 
A. Tagfshi . 
R. A. Morneau 
R. A. Pinnock 
C. Chambers 
·L. Metcalfe 
A. Salehi 
S. Keyvan 
M. Macher 
S. Kim 
0. Lancaster 
B. Atefi 
A. Kamal 
M. Plys 
S. Ahmad 
W. T. Loh 
A •. Wolford 
F. Yarman 

\ 
\ 

..:-13-

** Othe~ 

W. R. Corcoran 
J. L~ Klucar 
P. Mockapetris 
J. W. Synan 
I. C. Rickard 
V. C. Rogers 
L~ T. Kim 
J. ·L. Lazewatsky 
K. D. Roberson 
A. Alvim 
C. M. Hove 
L. Lederman 
A. S. Leveckis 
J. Pasztor · 
E. Falco 
0. Basaran 
A. El-Magboub 
D. Wargo 
H. Khan 
T. Reckart 
F. Mobin 
W. Wolfe 
L. Paglia · 
G. N aka yam a · 
W .• ; J. ·Glantschnig 
·s: w. 'Kim 
J. A. Sefcik 
R. Rogus 
E. Catron 
C •. G. Heinzl 
A. Wolford 

* D.oes not distinguish between full vs part-time. 

--· 

........ ......... Fellowship/ self-supporting I special project/laboratory assistant, etc . 

·., ........ 

-- .. ~~.;; . ·;· ...... 
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. Although a detailed description of the Blanket 'rest Facility is 

available in the report by Forbes et al. (see Section 3, this report), a 

brief description follows because of the relevance of the subject matter 

to an understanding of the rationale underlying the entire research 

project. 

The heart of the Blank~t Test Facility is a uranium-loaded 

converter plate. Powered by the thermal neutron flux from the MITR 

therrnal column, the converter generates the fast neutron flux for testing . . 

a mockup of an LMFBR blanket. The highly-thermalized flux provided 

by the thermal column (cadmium ratio for gold~ 1700) helps ensure tha~ 

the converter plate has the leakage spectrum and albedo characteristic 

of the core of a large LMFBR. 

The Blanket Test Facility (BTF) is located at the rear of the 

graphite-lined cavity, or "hohlraum", of the MITR; Figures 1. 1 and 1. 2 

show cross section and plan views, respec:Evely, of tl1e facility. 

The BTF irradiation region was formed by re~ovi.ng the rear 

graphite wall of the hohlraum and existing th.ermal exponential facility 

shielding, and installing a five-sided aluminum box to line the. resulting 

cavity. The interior volume of this cavity is about 6 ft by 6 ft by 6 ft. · 

The aluminum liner box is seam-welded to maintain the sealed nature of 

the hohlraum and prevent the leakage of A 41 from the hohlraum into the 

irradiation region and the reactor building. Boral sheet is attached to 

the top, sides and floor of the box to reduce back-scattP.ring of thermal

ized neutrons fro!!l the surrounding concrete shielding. 

Shielding for the irradiation region Is provided by fo.ur heavy 

concrete shield blocks, two stationary and two portable. The two port-

.· 
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Fig. 1. 2 Schematic Plan View of the Hohlraum 
and Blanket Test Facility. 
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able blocks weigh approximately 15 tons each and can be removed with 

the reactor building's overhead crane to provide access to the irradiation 

region. 

A set of rails, extending from the. front of the irradiation region 

out to the reactor building containment wall, permits the insertion of the 

cart-mounted experim.ental assemblies into the irradiation region. 

For operation of the Blanket Test Facility, the converter assem-

bly is roll"!d to the front of the irradiation region, the simulated blanket 

assembly is installed directly behind it, and the concrete shield doors 

replaced. For operation of the thermal exponential facility and other 

experiments utilizing tl;le hohlraum thermal flux, the converter assembly 

is replaced by a third cart, loaded with graphite and having the same 

dimensions as the converter assembly. The graphite cart restores the 

reflective properties of the hohlraum for thermal neutrons. 

Changeovers from fast operation to thermal operation and vice 

versa are performed only when the MIT Reactor is shut down. However, 

personnel dose rates are low enough to permit access to the BTF irradi-

ation region wher~ the reactor is at full power (5 Mw), for the retrievo.l of 
,-

experimental packages (foils, etc.) from the blanket assembly. 

A schematic view of the converter assembly is shown in Fig. 1. 3. 

The converter assembly consists of a graphite external moderator region 

composed of 4 in. by 4 in. reactor grade graphite stringers, and a fuel 

region composed of 1/2-in. -diameter, aluminum-clad uo2 fuel rods in a 

close-packed, triangular-pitch array. The active fuel region is 48 in. 

high and 60 in. wide, and has u235 
enrichments of 1. 0999% and 1. 99o/;. -

The graphite stringers and fuel rods are mounted vertically, between 

upper and lower grid plates, in a closed aluminum container. The 
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container is designed to prevent any accidental rearrangement of fuel 

that might approach a critical assembly even if the facility were flooded 

with H20; it will also contain any A 41 generated in the converter. 

In the initial converter assembly loading_ the graphite external 

moderator region was 8 in. thick and the uo2 fuel region 6. 865 in. thick. 

However, both the graphite and fuel loadings may be readily changed 

(provision is made for up to 12 in. of graphite and 7. 755 in. of fuel) to 

permit the generation of a wide range of converter leakage spectra, and 

the graphite region was in fact reduced in thickness part way through the 

experimental program to harden the spectrum incident on the blankets 

under test - corresponding to a switch from a commercial to a demo 

size core simulation. 

BTF Blanket No.2, the first realistic assembly tested, and the 

prototypic unit for all that followed, was an accurate mockup of a typical 

LMFBR blanket composition. Subassembly boxes of low-carbon steel 

rectangular mechanical steel tubing were loaded with 121 uranium met al 

fuel rods arranged on a square lattice spacing of 0. 511 in.; the 0. 25-in. 

diameter uranium metal fuel is clad in low-carbon steel tubing. The 

inter-rod volume in each subassembly was filled with anhydrn~V3 sodium 

chromate (Na2Cr04) powder. The subassembly boxes were loaded on an 

experimental cart to provide a blanket assembly 48 in. high, 59. 2 in. 

wide and 17. 72 in. thick. The blanket was backed by an 18-in. thick low-

carbon steel reflector. 

The as-loaded atom densities for Blanket No.2 are given in 

Table 1. 3. 

Figure 1. 4 shows a schematic view of Blanket Assembly No.2. A 

58~ -in. by 62 1~ -in. piece of one inch thick mild steel plate welded 
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TABLE 1. 3 

Homogenized Atom Densities in B . T. F. Blanket No . 2 

Nuclide Blanket No . 2 
Equivalent Realistic 

Blanket':' 

4 

u235 

u238 

0 

Na 

Cr 

Fe 

Ni 

H 

c 

0.0000 88 

0. 008108 

0.016293 

0.008128 

0 . 004064 

0 . 013750 0 . 01781 4 

0 . 000000 

0.000073 

0.000096 

0 . 000016 

0.008131 

0.016293 

0 .008128 

0. 00372 8l 

0.012611 > 0.01 '(81 4 

0. G.01475 .1 

0.000000 

0.000082 

Composed of 37 . 0 v jo depleteu U02 (at GO% of theorPtkal density), 
20 . 7 v/o Type 316 stainless steel, 32 . 0 v/o sodium and 10.3 v/o 
void. 

--
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Fig. 1. 4 Schematic View of Blanket Assembly No.2. 
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between two 60 in. by 39 in. pieces of one inch thick mild steel plate 

forms 2.n "H" frame support structure which is mounted on an experi-

mental cart. The front section of the "H" frame contains three rows of 

the blanket subassemblies, and the rear section is filled with seventeen 

5 8~-in. by 6 0 in. pieces of one inch thick mild steel plate to act as a 

neutron reflector. Twenty-five of the subassemblies contain steel-clad 

uranium metal fuel rods and anhydrous sodium chromate powder. The 

outer subassemblies (see Fig. 1. 4) are filled with the mixture of iron 

punchings and anhydrous borax (N~B407 ) powder used for Blanket 

Assembly No.1 (an ersatz blanket used only for facility checkout 

purposes). 

Twenty-six tubes are provided for foil activation traverses in the 

axial and transverse direc-tions through the blanket (see Fig. 1. 5). The 

58-in. long mild steel tubes have a 7/16 in. _ o. d. and a 0. 028 in. wall 

thickness. A one inch diameter hole, 4 inches below midplane, has been 

d:?:i!.led through the reflector to provide a- beam hole for fast neutron and 

prompt gamma spectrum measurements. In addition, a foil hultler r·uu 

may be inserted in this hole for foil activation traverses through the 

reflector region. 

F;gllrP. 1. 6 shows a schematic view of a tyPical subassembly. 

The low-carbon steel subassembly boxes are 5. 92 inches square, 60 in. 

high and have a wall thickness of approximately 3/32 in. The bottom of 

each subassembly is sealed with a seam-welded steel plate. Each 

subassembly contains 121 fuel rods arranged in an eleven by eleven 

square lattice with a pitch of 0. 511 in. Sixty of the rods have a u235 

enrichment of 1. 016o/o, and sixty-one have a u235 enrichment of 1. 143%; 

the two enrichments are loaded in a checkerboard pattern within the 
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The,fuel rods are held. ~n place by uppe~ and lower aiuminium grid 

plates. The lower grid plate rests on the bottom closure plate,· and the 

y.pper grid plate is· supported on four 48-in. long tubes which have an o. d. 

of 7/16-in. and a wall thickness of 0. 028 in. These tubes fit over four 

fuel rods located near the corners of the lattice. The fuel rods are 

loaded through the upper grid down into the lower grid p!"ate. The upper 

grid plate has cut:.out sections for the traversing tubes (see Fig. 1. 5) and 

for loading the St;>dium chromate powder; each ,tube normally contains a 

fuel rod unless a foil traverse is to be made • 

A total of 3025 :fuel rods were fabricated at MIT by recladding 

48-in. long by 0. 250-in. diameter uranium metal rods in low-carbon 

steel tubing. The clad tubing is 50 in. long, and has a 5. 16 -in. o. d. and 
' 

a 0. 018-in. wall thickness. ~ach end of the tube is closed by a press

fitted steel plug, 1/2 -in. long and 9/32 -in. in diameter. 

The inter-rod volume of the subassemblies (see Fig. 1. 7) is 

filled with anhydrous sodium chromate powder (technical grade) which has 
. . 

been dried and ground. The average loading of sodium chromate in a 

subassembly. is 31.106 kg, with a standard d~viation of-t· 0. 294 kg; the 

loadings vary from 30. 51 kg to .31. 80 kg, or~ 2% maximum deviation 

from the mean. 

·The top of each subassembly is sealed by a 0. 035-i~. thick steel 

plate which is epoxied in place to ensure that the subassembly is air- and 

water-tight; the traversing tubes penetrate this plate. 
--· . . 

A breakdown of the subassembly weight is given in Table 1.4. 

The atom densities for Blanket No.2 were calculated by horr~ogen-
- . 

. izing the material components of ·a subassembly at mid-height, viz. the 
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Fig. 1. 7 Blanket No.2 Unit Cell. 
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TABLE 1.4 

~... .. 
Subassembly Component Weights ... 

Uranium metal 

-- -----Na CrO 
. • ~ 2. 4 

Cladding-

Subassembly ?ox 
Grid plate support tubes 

Grid plates 

Total 

89.30 kg 

31.11 kg 

. 13.0~ kg 

26.55 kg 

0.91 kg 

0. 36 kg 

161.23 kg 

uranium metal fuel, the anhydrous sodium chromate and the low-carb9n 

steel cladding, support tubes and subassembly walls. The carbon 

content of the steel is about 0. 15 w/ o; other impurities, such as~· 

manganese and nickel, are negligible. The water content of the sodium 

chromate is 0.10 w/o. 

The homogenized atom densities in Blanket No.2 are given in 

Table l. 3 where they are compared with the atom densities in an 
"equivalent realistic blanket", composed of 37.0 v/o depleted uo2 (at 

90o/o of theoretical density), 20.7 v/o Type 316 stainless steel (71. 2 w/o 

Fe, 20.0 w/o Cr and a. 8 w/o Ni), 32 v/o sodium and 10.3 v/o void. It 

is evident that Blanket No.2 provides a realistic blanket composition in 

all respects, with the exception of the small hydrogen content. --·· 
Blankets of this general type, and variations thereon, as noted in 

Table 1. 1, served as the subjects of study in and of themselves, or as 

host assemblies for other experiments over the eight or so years in which 

an active experimental program was in force. 

.~ ............ 

- . 
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While it is difficult to classify the rather eclectic menu of 

research topics pursued over the long history of the project, this task is 

essayed in Table 1. 5. Other topic matrices could be used to rearrange 

the same roster of subtasks. It is beyond the scope of this endeavor to 

cite the specific confdbutions under each category - for this the reader 

is referred to Section 4 of this report, which records, verbatim, the 

abstracts of all major reports and theses - nearly 50 in .all. Special 

attention is called to the report by Macher, who compiled and analyzed 

most of the generic data on experimental blanket mockup studies (as 

opposed to specific stud~es of methodologies, paper studies, etc.). 

.--· 
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TABLE 1. 5 
- . ' J-

- SUMMARY OF MAJOR RESEARCH AREAS 

* Experimental 
. . . .. 

Design of Converter-Driven "Blanket F~cility-
~ . ~ . . . . -

Measurement of Breeding-related Characteristics 

Foil Neutron Spectrometry 

Ins~rumental Neutron Spectroscopy 

Gamma Spectroscopy, Prompt and Decay· 

Reflected Blanket Characteristics 

Reflector Neutronics and Photonics 

Thorium Assembly Breeding Performance 

Gamma Heating and Dosimetry 

Heterogeneous Self-Shielding 

- * Analytical/Numerical 

One-Group Method for FBR Calculations 

Fuel Pin Heterogeneity 

Interface Heterogeneity 

Optimization of Blanket Composition and Configuration 

Parfait and Related Core/Blanket Arrangements 

Thorium and Moderated Blankets 

Blanket Fuel Management 

Blanket Economics 

Thermal-Hydraulic Performance of Special Blanket Assemolies 

Selected Aspects of Cross Section Generation 

Benchmark Problem Calculations 

* Note that many studies, in fact, combined both aspects. 

---· 
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SECTION 2 

SUMMARY OF FY 1.83 EFFORT 

The work in question here took place mainly during calendar '1982. · 

First of all, _the·--pr·oject contributed (within its ~omputational capabilities) 

to the Large Core Code Evaluation Working Group (LCCEWG) Benchmark 

Problem No.4. Results were, essentially confined to R"-Z c·omputa.tions. 

They will not be rep.eated ·here since full documentation and a comparison 

among all participants will be undertaken by th~ LCCEWG itself. 

A second thematic activity is the focus of the discussion here - an 

' 
investigation into the potential benefits and drawbacks of multiply-

heterogeneous LMFBR cores, that is, cores having both radial and axial 

internal blankets. The full text of a report submitted on this topic by 

A. J. Wolford is reproduced in full in the following pages of this section, 

since it has not been published elsewhere in one of the project's several 

modes of reporting. The "bottom line" on this area of research is 

apparently that a "highly heterogeneous~~" system - one with many 

(necessarily) ~mall subdivisions of interspersed fertile and driver fuel -

rapidly approaches the characteristics of a homogeneous systerri: i.e. 

the long neutron mean free path in a fast reactor begins to re-homogenize 

·the subregions. Hence the advantages of heterogeneity are lost, and one 

is advised to limit heterogeneous designs to fairly large blanket and driver 

subregions. 

---
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It is widely known that a heterogeneous core configuration is an 

effective means of reducing sodium void reactivity in large LMFBRs~ 

This is physically due to the increase· in neutron leakage to fertile blanket 

regions (with respect to a comparab-le homogeneous core) when boiling 

occurs in the driver fuel region. 

There are many configurations to consider when optimizing the 

arrangement of blanket assemblies within a core, the two most notable 

. being axially ·heterogeneous and radially heterogeneous designs. Radial 

blanket designs (bullseye cores) have been analyzed in exhaustive detail 

[I-1, S-1]; but there has been significantly less interest in LMFBR core 

arrangements containing axial internal blankets. 

Optimization of axial blanket thickness has been studied by 

previous workers at MIT [L-1, D-1], and a typical value of 30 em total 

axial dimensions is suggested. It has also been shown by this work that. 

a single central axial internal blanket is preferred to the use of several 

axial internal layers. 

Ther.e is reason to expect that a combination of these two hetero-

geheous concepts merits further investigation. The following work under-

takes this task by evaluating radial and axial heterogeneities distinctly and 

in combination. ---
2. 3 Core Modelling 

A. Theoretical Basis 

The positive void coefficient of react'i~ity in an LMFBR is actually 

the net sum of two rather large opposing physical phenomena; the 
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\ . 
reactivity loss due to neutron lea~age and the. reactiVity gain due to 

spectral hardening and consequent increase in. eta. There are two.other .. 
, less significant effects generally considered to be negligible by com pari

son [W -1]; the change in self-shielding and the reduct~oq in sodium 
. . . . . . . 

capture. 
··-... 

The heter<?geneous core concept takes advantage of the increased 

leakage to fertile bl~nket regions _to r_educe the_ overall positive effect. 

It is evident that this leakage effect must be strongly spa~e-depende~t. as 

leakage varies with the flux gradient, which, in turn, .. varies throughout 
: .. ~ ~ 

the core. It is also reasonable to expect that this leakage reactivity loss 

will correlate strongly .with the driver.,.blanket leakage su_rface. 

B. Cell Model 

In developing a model for comparing the interesting. cases. of com-
. ·-~ . 

bined heterogeneity, a major concern was to employ as. simple a config

uration as possible so as not to obscure fundamental results. This con-

elusion was reinforced by the results of previous work at MIT [M-1], in 

which calculations were performed on fully-detailed, two-dimensional 

geometries. 

The modelling approach taken in this work was to define a 

cylindrical "cell" simulating the first two regions of a central blanket . . . . . . . . . 

bullseye core (or, ec::tt.iivalently, one module of a la:r:-ge he_xagonal-pattern 

modular core). Representative dimensions and composition_s were taken 

from the Large Co~~ Code Evaluation Working Group Benqhm_ark 

Problem 4 [L-3]. Sixty-degree sectors (R, THETA) are co.mpared in 
-~-

Fig. 2. 4 for the actual blanket and 'driver and the equivalent cell. 

Since the intent of this research ~~ to ev~luate two dissimilar 

types of heteroge~eity in ~ombinatio_n, the coupling effects of multiple 
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\ 
radial driver regions were excluded from the problem by imposing an 

~.lbedo of unity (reflective boundary condition) on the. outer radial cell 

surface. Leakage was treated differently in the axial direction, however, 

- as constant thickness fertile blankets were retained at the cell axial 

extremities. 

A 11 sodium void reactivity .savings were compared to a reference 

cell composed of three axial zones; a homogenized core region reflected 

at the top and bottom by fertile axial blankets. This reference cell was 

designated REFMOD, and subsequent cells were designated NAMODl 

through NA1VlUD5. Single radial (NAMODl) and axial (NAMOD2) hetero

geneities were modellea as depicted in Fig. 2. 2, and combined (NAMOD3) 

. as in Fig. 2.1. In all cells, the total mass of plutonium was conserved in 

the driver regions. 

A variant of the doubly-heterogeneous cell was considered by 

staggering the position of the axial internal blanket in the driver with 

respect to the blanket (NAMOD4), and is depicted along with its com

plement (NAMOD5) in Fig.2, 3. The intent of the staggering is to retain 

the advantage of axial lumping, while increasing the driver-blanket 

leakage surface. 

Each of these cells will be investigated by performing a standard 

eigenvalue search. Sodium void reactivity savings will be the primary 

evaluation criterion, but other performance characteristics will also be 

surveyed. 

C. Analytfcal Methods --
A description of the methods used to solve the· eigenvalue problem 

' 
in multigroup form and to determine the energy group constants follows. 
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Actual Blanket and Driver 

Equivalent :ell 
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1. The 2DB Code 

The code used in performing the eigenvalue searches for all cells 

was revision one of Battelle Northwest's (original) 2DB by Little and 

Hardie [L-4]. ·Salient features of the code are briefly described below. 

2DB is a two-dimensional multigro~p diffusion code applicable 

only to fast reactors. The spatial flux distribution is solved by mesh-

. centered finite-difference equations, and energy detail is limited to fifty 

(50) or fewer groups. Flux profiles are computed by the familiar 

source-:iteration technique. For each outer iteration (e. g. computing 

flux distributions for all groups, then re-calculating a new fission 

source) a multiplication ratio is defined by the ratio of new to old fission 

sources. By normalizing the source from each outer iteration by the 

· · ·· multiplication ratio from the previous outer iteration, the eigenvalue, A., 

is taken as the cumulative product of all multiplication ratios. In this 

way the eigenvalue approaches unity as the iterations proceed. -Conver

gence is simply defined as 11-A. I< e; where e is user-specified. 

Although 2DB contains a full capability burnup algorithm, the 

basis of comparison for the pu.rposes of· this work is at cell BCJ:..,, and 

hence this capability of the code is unused. 

2. Energy Group Constants 

The group constants employed in this study were taken from the 

LCCEWG Benchmark Problem 4 [L-3]~ The library has an 8-group 

energy structure and was generated at Hanford Engineering Development 

Laboratory by LCCE\VG participant R. E. Schenter.. The library was 
--

processed from ENDF /B-V data. Cross sections for all isotopes are 

self-shielded by explicit modelling of the pin and lattice geometry. 

Bucklings employed were obtained from the -LCCEWG Benchmark 
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Problem 3 to generate flux solutions for use in collapsing from 70 to 8 

groups. Axial end blanket material was assumed to be at a temperature 

of 900 K, and driver and internal blanket material at 1500 K. 

D. Static Calculations 

A static eigenvalue search was performed for each cell: REFMOD 

and NAMOD1 through NAMOD5. The number densities in all cases 

simulate a BOL core, 'hence no fission product inventory was included. 

The results of these static cal'culations are tabulated in Table 2. l. 

To determine the sodium void reactivity, 20% of the sodium mass 

was homogeneously removed from all zones except the axial and .central 

radial blankets. Differential results of the voided cell calculations also 

appear in Table 2. 1. 

E. Results and Analysis 

As previously stated, the results of all static calculations are 

compiled in Table 2.1. Indeed, it is evident that at 0. 174%. k/k for a 20o/o 

homogeneous voiding, NAMOD3 yields superior results and REFMOD, 

alternately, has the greatest positive worth. NAMODl and 2 results both 

fall within the above limiting cases, and this group or' four "simple" com-

binations indicate that reactivity correlates directly with the total driver-

. blanket surface sbd" 

This simple correspondence fails to predict relative (to reference 

case REFMOD) void reactivity for the case of more complex geometries 

as is the case with the staggered cells NAMOD4 and 5. A more detailed 

analysis is required to explain these phenomena. 

It can be motivated in an informal manner (see Appendix A) that 

substantial increases in the driver-blanket interface are obtained at the 

expense of preserving distinct driver and blanket regions. In other 
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words, on a scale of,.... 30 em the advantage of lumping fuel and blanket 
. ' .. . 

material begins to decrease quite significantly,· and the heterogeneous 

core begins to appear as a homogenized material to the neutron population. 

These general results ar_e confirmed by the findings of W. P. Barthold 

et al~ [W-1], wherein it is concluded that the reactivity of internal 

blanket assemblies is greater for tightly coupled (neutronically) cores 

than loos_ely coupled core configurations. _ 

An evaluation of power peaking effects also supports the. advantage 

of the non-staggered doubly-heterogeneous cells. Table 2. 2 is a compila-

tion of both voided and unvoided power characteristics for all cells 

investigated. NAMOD3 has a considerable (25%) advantage in power peak 

reduction over NAMOD4, the better of the two staggered cells. It should 

be stressed that all cells produce the same thermal power even though:-. 

neither blanket nor driver volumes are conserved individually (the total 

cell volume is the same for all cells). 

2. 4 Summary 

A. Conclusions 

The preceding investigation of combined heterogeneity in LMFBR 

core design indicates that the driver-to-blanket leakage surface is a 

controlling parameter in reducing sodium void reactivity worth. It has 

also been shown that selection of the optimum leakage surface is not a 

simple maximization process. Careful attention must be given to 

increasing this driver-blanket interface in staggered doubly-hetero- · · 

geneous cores, as a homogenization effect c~m occur in driver and . 
. ---

blanket lumps of the order of,... 30 em. 

Staggered doubly-heterogeneous cells do not exhibit a distinct 

advantage over the non-staggered versions, in terms of power pe.~king or 
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sodium void reactivity worth. reduction. The combined radial and axial 

internal blanket cell. on the other hand. clearly performs better than 

either of its constituent members individually. 

B. Recommendations 

A simil(;lT study comparing several staggered and non-staggered 

cells holding driver volumes constant would aid in determining the 

precise dependence of void reactivity on driver-blanket leakage surface. 

Other analyses further investigating optimum lump dimension or surface 

to volume ratio would also expand the implications of this work and. 

inethod. 

--
., 
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'APPENDIX A 

It is the intent of the te.A.1: that follows to informally motivate the ' 

homogenized behavior of the multiply-heterogeneous, staggered-blanket 

cell configurations NAMOD4 and NAMOD5. 

It is'"'Well· known that the escape probability from an isolated fuel 

rod (surrounded by an infinite sea of rn_oderato~) is given by the Wigner . 

Rational Approximation: 

p = 1 

in which if is the Dirac mean cord length in the fuel. 

4V 
f 

Af 
If we employ an analogous method (loosly, as the blanket region 

is not convex as is required for the approximation) for our isolated cells 

(recall the early imposition of a reflective boundary condition), the 

resulting expressions for the escape probabilities from blanket-to-driver, 

pbd' and driver-to-blanket, p db' are: 

pbd 
1 

= 
4:Etb v b 

1 + 
Abd 

pdb 
1 = 
4:Etd v d. 

1 + 
Ad 

~-

Both of these expressions approach unity as the blanket driver interface is 

increased from some comparable refe:rence case. This conclusi~n is, in 

fact, stating the homogeneous limit, the only condition which allows both 

probabilities to be unity simultaneously • 
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SECTION 3 
. .. ~ .. .._.. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS 

In this section all publications associated with work performed on 

the Blanket-Phy~ics Project are listed in approximately historical order • 
. ·:·-

Doctoral and Engineer's Theses are listed first, followed by S.M. and 

S. B. Theses, and then by other publications. 
: . 

Abstracts for all theses are reproduced in Section 4; · note that all 

doctoral theses are also published as topical reports. 

Copies of all theses can be obtained from MIT through normal 

channels (see Section 4). Reports are available via NTIS~ 
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Leung, T. C., Neutronics of an LMFBR Blanket Mockup, January 
1972. 

Ortiz, N. R. , Instrumental Methods for Neutron Spectroscopy in 
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Brewer, S. T., The Economics of Fuel Depletion in Fast Breeder 
Reactor Blankets, November 1972. 

Gregory, M. V., Heterogeneous Effects in Fast Breeder 
Reactors, January 1973. 

--

Wood, P. J., Assessment of Thorium Blankets for Fast Breeder 
Reactors, July 1973. 

Ducat, G. A., Evaluation of the Parfait Blanket Concept for Fast 
Breec;:ler Reactors, _January 1974. 
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DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION 'AND EVALUATION 
OF A FACILITY FOR THE SIMULATION 

OF FAST REACTOR BLANKETS 

by 

I. A. Forbes, M. J. Driscoll, T. J. Thompson, 
I. Kaplan and D. D. Lanning · 

ABSTRACT 

A facility has been designed and constructed at the MIT Reactor 
for the experimental investigation of typical LMFBR breeding blankets. 
A large converter assembly, consisting of a 20-cm-thick layer of 
graphite followed by a 17. 5-cm-thick uo2 fu.'el region, is used to con
vert thermal neutrons into fast neutrons to drive a blanket mockup. 
Operating at 55 watts, the converter generates blanket fluxes at an 
equivalent LMFBR core power of about 350 watts, with as little as one
tenth of the blanket material required for a critic..:al assembly. Ca.lcu ·· 
lations show that the converter leakage spectrum is a dose approxi-
m.a+~--- .... +--- +'ho '"'o.,..e leakage spect.,..,um from ,....:.r.::o,....ot"'I"P T MFBR d...,.,.1·g·1-.-= •.L-···"'"'··--· - ··-'------... .__,,!_J_ .. '-'.J .......... , 

and that the axial distribution of the neutron flux in the blanket· 
assembly simulates that in the radial blanket of a large LMFBR when 
the effective height and width of the blanket assembly are correctly 
chosen. 

Testing of the completed facility with a blanket composed of 
50 v /o iron and 50 v /o borax showed that the lateral flux distributions 
were cosine-shaped, and that lateral spectral equilibrium was 
achieved in a large central volume of the blanket. Backscattering from 
concrete shielding surrounding the experiment was found to affect no 
more than the outer 30 em of the blanket assembly, confirming the 
results of two-dimensional multigroup calculations. Measurements of 
the axial activity of gold and indium show good agreement with 16-
group •. s8 ANISN calculai:ions. · --· 
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MEASUUEI:IEtrT OF FAST A!TD Bi:·ITH.ERrilAJ:, HEUTi10N SPECTRJ\ 

USiliG :B'OIL ACTIYA1'10H. TJ~Cf!!UQUES 

by . 

Sung Ling Ho . 

Submitted to the Department of lfuclno.r Bneinecring 

on Jam:.ary 15, 19'70 in pa:rtial. requirement for ·G!1e DcL;ree of 

r.:astcr of Gcience. 

A foil activation Iilethod was used to me&.si.lre fa.st and 
epi thennal neutron spectra. A s8t of 7 resonanc.e foil detectors 
was used to men. sure the epj. thermal neutron spectrum o:n the surface 
of a one inch na ture.l ura~,ium rod in the i.II TR n

2
o exponential '· 

facility, end a set of 7 threohold foils was used to meo.oure t~? 
fission neutron spectrum in·the UITR transistor irradiation ~ 
facili t:,-·. U:nliJ.;:c previous· acti Ya tion rr.ethocls. in v:l1ich the foil 
rna teri2.ls e.re sqn.r8. te(i ar·.d. counted· indi vtdur.'..lly, a onc:-step 
sjyml tm:cous countin[:; pro·cedure '•'-'·"'·s developed ba;.::;ed on Ge(Li) ;;. 
spcctror.ctr~"· ':'he GA:.:.\!:I, code wo.s used to extrc.ct. indi·-ridue.l 
nuclide acti ·.fi tie:::. The:;;e <•C ti vi t:i. '2S 'iiGre the D. fed into the 
e:dsth:.[; SAL;D II code to \.:.~ravel tl~e neutron· er.ergy spec~nm • 

. Analytic?.! uethodG. •:tcl'c al~o usr:-rJ. to q2.lculo.. tc,. t~c.. fl,ux •.• 'I' he .. 
mc2.~urc~~ end cn.lci.:.l<t tea flu::es :..n the tr:>.:J,s:i:st()r irraclia tion 

.. ~ 

-f',,..c-_: 11· tv Y:'e.'.'r. C~"''"'l)•·· ·r·!"'h1 '·' C··'1' 71<' ·l·o· i •1 -uf'f"J..' Cl. "''1+ ·c·· "'"''!''..,..'" ·co"c~·~ ,.,-o .;" J - ~ ..... \,.- ._... ..... ... ... • . . - ......, .., - .... .::. - ·- e,.;... u .... ~- 0·1 ., .... -4 tJ ...... ' 

no ~cccp~o..ble soli.ttion for tha e~ither~nl spcctrun on the surface 
of the ::>insle rod r::-:.o old;uim:C. i.'rout ;:;A:t:9 !I. 

' ' 

The::do 0upervi.sor: r.t. J. Driscoll 

Title: Professor of i'Iuclcar Ensi:::lce:ri!lg 
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INELASTIC SCATTERH·fG. IN FAST REACTOR MATERIALS 

by 

JACK N. OONOHEH, JR. 

Submitted to the Deuartment of Nuclear Engineering on 
March 19, 1970, in partial fulfillment of the requirements 
for the degree· of Doctor of Science. 

· ABSTRI\CT 

Inelastl.(· scattering models have been developed for 
fast reactor c·:tlculations to determine multi-group scatter
ing removal cr·u::>s sections, o-R, for the resolved and the · 
unresolved nul·Lear level regions. The computer model for 
the resolved l'c·;:;ion .permits calculation of G""R from its inte
gral definiti("' and basic cross section data. For the un
resolved regjL'It, \'There individual levels lie too closely 
together to b(·. experimentally resolved, the individual level 
model develop··<! in this thesis assumes that the nuclear 
level structu "'; can be represented by a series of individual, 
non-interacti rt:-'; levels. Sample calculations involving U-238, 
since this i~ Lhe single most important inelastic scattering 
material in f::.:.: t reactors, are pres en ted and evaluated. 

The· concltt::>ions arrived at were: that the "recipe" 
used to calcui:tte elastic a-R, for represe!ltative multi-group 
sets (YOH and :\DDN sets), are v~lid; that the "recipe" used 
to calculate i ttclastic o-R underestimates the energy loss 
predicted by t.he neutron slowing-dm·m equations; and that the 
choice of the \·:~ighting flux spectrum was tLY'limportant in the 
calculation or' either c-R for high A materials (i.e. A .-v 238). 
The inelastic decrements uredicted for the U-238 unresolved 
region by th~ Individual level model were compared to those 
predicted by the statistical model, the most commonly applied 
model in the !'~.·cparation of multi-group sets. The results 
support, in .<t •l,Ualitative ma.nner, the common assumption that 
the statistit· .. ~l model is valid to describe inelastic scatter
ing in the unt·l·solved region. 

..--

Thesis Superv I :;or: Michael J. Driscoll 
Title: · Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
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ABSTRACT 

AN EVALUATION OF A SUBCRITICAL NUL_l··REACTIVITY t-1ETHOD FOR 
FAST REACTOR APPL-ICAtiONS~ 

by 

Pnul Guslaaf Mertens 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclcnr Engineering on May 20, 19/0 in 
partial fulfillment of the rcC']uiremcntsfor the degree of Master of Science. 

A new.subcriticnl method fur measuring the infinite medium 
multiplication factor,k~ , of fast reactor materials has been evaluated. 
The method is closely related to the critical PCIR or null-reactivity 
technique and involves, after gen~ration of the infinite reactorspectrum, 
the uddition of poison in the testregion until a suitnble "axial buck! ing" 
m<:~tching condition is reached. 

Problems <:Jssociated I·Jith.the practical realiso:ttion of the conc~pt 
i'n the 1·\ITR e.xponcnti.:1l facility \verc investigt~tecl. The design adopted·~ 
consists of il test1:cgion 10 em in diutnct;::r, surround-ed by an annular conv·erter 
re~ion 1~ en• thick ~<Jcle U?. of il closc-rnckecl array of 2 %.enr:ich8d fuel ~;c_>ds, 
\·Jhich is in turn surrounck;d by'u·thenn<tl region consi;.ting of a carbonpm:1der 
giving nn o'lc~al f system di.:~metcr of 72 em, , 

A n"!W mcthocl fur adjusting the energy spectrum of the neut!"'ons in 
the test rcsion \'!uS investis~ted : n2rnely, var1ing th~~ density of the c~rbon 
in th~ thcmul f(!9io,,,-und \'IuS found to be c:uite effective. It v:<:~s cl5:o 
founc_l thnt the crrer in tla(?. uxial bu:::~l ing mcasurc;.J?.nt \'Jidch _is the mnjo~r 
e:-:pcrin~~-ntul indication of the null c6ndition C:ah lie niade sufficiently_sma11 
by optindz~tion of the design. 

The m.:~jor problems rf:P!:::ining before pri'lctical rcul ization of the 
cuncE~pt is possible, \'J_;rc a·]so c-ut:lilh~d .::nd appro.:Jches su~gcsted for attacking 
these prcbleill arc(ls, the w1jor o;;c ~cing the radial buckling mismutch-. 

Th~si5 Supervisor : t1ich~~~ J. Oriscoll 
'!"itlc: Associate Profcss:Jr of tlur:lt,ar·En::~ineering 
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HETE:10G2iiEOUS EFFECTS IN L(.!F3R BLA!!KET FUEL ELEiv:EHTS 

by 

T,fiLLIAl·! JAEES ':/ESTLAKE' JR. 

Subnitt.ed to the Det:artment of i'ruclear EnJ?;ineeriru:<: 
on Ju!'le 4, 1970.in ~rtlal fulfillwent of the requirements 
for the degree of ;·!aster of Science, 

_.ABSTRACT 

~easure~ents of the intr~-rod U-238 fiscion and capture 
reaction rate distributions Here made in l/4-inch diameter, 
1.016>; li-235 enriched, uranium metal fuel rods, The fuel 
rods 0ere irradiated in the H,I,T. LHF3a Blanket Test 
?acility, ~hich provides a neutron·flux having an energy 
spec tru.:J characteristic of a L:·i!:-""'33. blanket. Three sets of· 
uranitll:l foil activation measurements vrere performed at 
successive depths into blanket assembly No. 2 of the 3TF. 
'fhe experir:;.ental results indicate that the hetero~eneous 
effect on the U-238 capture rate within blanket fuel rods, 
as reflected in the ratio of rod surface to rod centerline 
activation, is appreciable (i.e., surface to centerline 
c~pture rate ratios ranging fro~ 1.10 to 1.20 for various 
blanket depths). Consideration of this heterogeneity effect 

·on experi:-nents carried out in the BT? and ultimately in 
the design of U<F3R blankets is clearly ·~rarranted. 

The exneri ::<Emta 1 re 5U J.t s ··;.·e 1·e C.IJ~ 'C'-'?--!''2d '!Ti th one-di men
$iOl'1.al, 16 ~nergy group, ANISN, discrete ordinate co!Tlpu
tations and ;.rith predictions based on simplified analytical 
fornulations. ·l'hese comps.risons ir.dicated that the observed 
heterogeneity effect on intra-rod U-238 capture rates is 
due pri~arlly to U-238 resonance self-shielding. Essentially 
no het ero~er.ei ty effect on U-238 fast f ~. ssion in blanket 
fuel rods -...~as obtained 'li:i thin experil"3ental error (i.e., 
fission reaction rate data accurate toi'V + 1),;). These results 
do not, ho~ever, contradict the theoretic~l prediction that 
the observ~d U-2)8 fast ~ission heter6seneity effect would 
correspo~d to only a 0.4~ rod-centerline flux-peak in the 
intra-rod U-23R fission reaction rate distribution. 

--
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·~ . . 
A general discussion of the role of heterogenepus 

effects in both the desi.c;n of LHF3?. b:).3.nkets and the 
evaluation of expertrJ.ental d:1ta froo fas.t cri~icp.l asse:::'blies 
is also included, Finally, ·the results of a parametric 
study of the U-238 fast fission heterogeneity effect in 
various Li·;~3R systems, for both the core and the blanket, 
based solely on the contribution of first· flight neutrons 
in their unit cell of origin, are presented, 

Thesis Supervisor: Michaei J, Driscoll 
Title: Associate Professor .of ?·ruclear Engineer-ing 
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THE FEASIBILITY 0? I~FEH1I~G TtiE 

......... ~ 
... ,.. ~=:.: .. 
I~~IDe~T NEUTRON 

SFECTiW!-I F·nGi·i PBOi"·:FT CAPTURE GAhi·IA-·HAY SPECTRA 

by 

Th·right Ard.e.n Shupe 

Submitted to the DepartDent of Physics on August 24, 1970, 
in partial fulfill~ent of the requirements for the degr2e 
of ~aster of Science. 

Abstract 

This th~sis investigates an important problem currently 
lirnitins experimental reactor physics research pertinent to 
the development of fast breeder reactors: development of an 
effective neutron spectrometer for energies below 1 keV. In 
this work a prototype instru~ent was constructed to investi
gate experi~ental aspects of the feasibility of developing a. 
neutron spectrometer based on in-situ, prompt capture gamma
ray analysis. Ta-181 was selected as the best target mate-
rial for the spectrometer. · · 

· The equipment constructed for this research consisted 
primarily of a sophisticated co1.lim.e.ting unit _for extracting 
the Ta-181 prompt gamma beam to a high resolution Ge(li) 
ga!Il!Ja-ray spectro:I!eter. ·This apparatus ';·;as .tested on both 
ther!:!al and fission spectrum neutron fluxes, ,,rhich bracket 
the energy range of the intended eventual applications. 

The results of this work show that the prototype faci
lity does produce and extract some 54, Ta-181. lines suitable 
for analysis, despite high background, low count rates, and 
attendant electronic problems such as severe peak drift. 
The work is being continued by others to access the feasi
bility of developing analytical and numerical methods for 
inferring the incident neutron spectrum trom the measured 
prompt capture £SC~a-ray spectra. 

Thesis Supervisor: 
Title: 

~ichael J. ·Driscoll 
Assistant Professor of 
~uclear Engineering 
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MIT-4105-1 
MITNE-108 

September, 1970 

A ONE-GROUP METHOD FOR FAST REACTOR CALCULATIONS 

.by 

M. K. Sheaffer, M. J. Driscoll, I. Kaplan 

. ABSTRACT 

A one-group method for calculation. of neutron balances in 
fast breeder reactor cores is developed and evaluated. The key 
feature of the method is the definition of two spectrlli~ charac
terization parameters, 

. . 

s ~ 
vEf 

'Ji: + ~l.TR ' . f 
and 

R 
.s E;ETR 

= --r;-1-S J 
:0(. , 

where LR is a removal cross section. The index S makes p~ssible 
the correlation of all required cross sections in the form.';. 
O=cr1sg, except for threshold fission which may be expressed as 
o=cr1Rg. A rapidly converging iterative pr~cedure is prese.hted 
through which. S .and . R can .be_ determined for any core. compo?si tion 
of practical intere_st. 

Microscopic cross section data are correlated in the above 
form for 43 materials using the 26-group ABBN set as parent data. 
The one-group method is tested for.45· different fast reactor 
core compositions by comparing the results of the.l-group calcu-

. lation to those of 26-group fundamenta-l-mode calculation. The 
results were found to agree within 1.77% in the material buck-
ling (0.69% in k). · . · · .· 

One-group relationships are developed for the calculation 
of prompt-neutron lifetime, Doppler reactivity, sodium void· 
reactivity, and cross sections of breeder-blanket materials .• 

. . 
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AN IMPROVED FOIL ACTIVATION METHOD 

·. FOR :.OF,TERMINATION 

OF FAST NEUTRON SPECTRA 

by 

Neil Alan Passman 

Submitted to the D~partment of Nuclear F~gincering 

on January 22, 1971 in partial fullfilmcnt of tho requirements 

for the Degree of !-taster of Science. 

ABSTRACT 

A multiple foil activation method was employed to measure 
the neutron spcctru.r.t in the Transistor Irradiation Facility and 
the Blanket 'l'cst Fncill-. y, both located at the NIT Reactor. Six 
of the seven foils used in thia Gtucl.y vero contair.ed as a povdercd 
ho~ot;cncous r.Jb:turc in cylindrical capsules compc:CIC.d of the se\•onth 

· material. 'l'he activities of all foils in each ca.psulc were counted 
sirnult~n~ously using a Gc(Li) crystal and a multichannel analyzer • 

. A PDP/8L co:nputcr and the' Nuclear Data Physics Analyzer Program 
were UGad to extract ~he individual foil activiti~s from the garr~a 
ray spectrum. 'l~ese activities were then fed ~nto the SAUD II code 
·to w1ravel the neutron energy spectrum. The opcctrum obta.inod for 
the transistor facility was compared to the one measured by thG 
Edgewood Arsenal. The spectrum obtained for the blanket facility 
was compared to one computed· by a 26-group ANISN calculation. 

Theois SuperviGor: M. Jo DriGcoll 

Title: Professor of Nuclear Engineering_ 

. : 
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FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A CONVERTOR ASSEMBLY 

FOR FUSION BLANKET EXPERIMENTS 

by 

Aniket Pant 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering on January 22, 1971 

in partial requirement. for the Degree o~ Master of Science • 

. ABSTRACT 
. . 

The feasibility of using the thermal neutron flux from the MITR to 
obtain neutron flux spectra for fusion blanket studies ·was examined by con
sidering the possible simulation of two such spectra: the uncollided 14 Mev 
•source; spectrum expected from fusion machines; and the multiply - collided 
and backscattered fusion reactor leakage spectrum. 

Two methods were investigated for producing the 14 Mev 'source' 
spectrum. An ex~erimental investigation of the Li 6 + n --.. T .L. He con.:.. 
version reaction showed that the first flight component of the reactor flux
above 10 Mev was so much larger than the expected conversion efficiency 
that accentuation of the 14 Mev component of the spectrum could not be:ob
served 

0 
A numerical investigation of a fission plate filtered. by isoto~19ally 

pure Li absorber showed that the neutron scattering properties of u 6 tended 
to increase the low energy component of the fission plate spectrum rath,er 
than decrease it. It was concluded that the simulation of a_ 'source' spec
trum was not possible in the existing MITR facilities. Simulation of the'-> _ 
multiply-collided leakage spectrum proved to more practical. > 

The existing convertor assembly used 9-t the MITR for LMF3R experi
ments was· further optimized to generate a simL.ilated'·fusion reactor lea'k~age 
spectrum which could be used to drive a fusion blanket machine. The. op
timized design consisted of a Scm thick layer of graphite followed by a 17. Scm 
thick uo

2 
fuel region and a 0. Scm thick boral filter. Good agreement was 

obtained between convertor- generated and 'reference' fusion blanket s~ec
tra except in the energy range above 10 Mev where the reCJctor. flux was too 
low. The calculations showed that it is feasible to conduct investigations 
of tritium breeding and neutron moderation C! nd blanket heating below 10 Mev 
by using a modified version of the convertor assembly which is now in use 
for fast reactor blanket experiments. 

Thesis Supervisor: M .J. Driscoll 

Title: Associate PFofessor of Nuclear Engineering 

Thesis Supervisor: L. M. Lid sky 

Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
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IJST.i:Jl1·ili\ATIO:l 0? Ni:.:UT!lON SPI::CTit\ DY PRC~·:PT GAi·ll·.i.A-MY SPI::CTRO~·;:i;TRY 

Cho.rles iiinfield Forsberg 

Sub:ni ttcd. to the Caprbcnt of i:Juclear En[ineerins on June 9 , 1971 in 
partial fulfillt:.cnt of the require:r:ents ..for the degre~ of Jviaster of Science. 

Abstr:-.ct 

The objcc tive of this resc;arch \;a.s the ev.alua tion of a new type of 
nc'..!tron sr-ectro!l!eter t.ascd upon measur~:JJCr1t and analysis of the prompt 
g.an:~a-raj' spec tru..."'l e:ni tt~d follo;vi~g neutron absorption i!1 an arpro?ria te 
t:?.r£;.et. O?er::ttion of thi.s s~e:ctrornctcr is b~sed on the variation of 
r.;rorr.pt c.::. ;>t\.:.re [2-:':J:a-r<ly yields \vi th incident neutron ent:rg,y. 

In the theoretical area, a matrix inversion ~ot~oJ was developed 
to find the ~eutro!1 s9ectru~ given the ~e3sured prom0t-neutron capturs
garr~'T.e.-r".:;· s;~ectr;Jr.: of a t;:t.rg~t rr:aterial, the t;trget material's neutro:J 
a'c:sorption cress se:cti-::>:1 :.;.s a function of encr~y, t~e dimensions of the 
tar~nt .s.n::! the variG. tion of the inte~·,si ties of selected gam:'n-r.:::.ys emit ted 
by the tar;et as a function of the incident !:eutron cncrf.y. i·Turr.erical 
tasts ::ere carrieG. out to C.e:no:1strate the validity of the unfoldinc 
techniques. . 

In t~e exp8rimental ares., s;~·:cra.l sets. of .:tppara tus '·Te!:'e built 
to extr~ct the rro~pt ~am:n S?actra of the ctosen tar~et material, 
bn talum-131, from a f,:;J s t rc:tctor blanb~t mock-n p. Tho r.lesigned-fo r 
Ta-1Sl photo~oak signal intensities ~~re eventually·achi&vud; ho~~v~r, 
hi~!1 b:~c:~ground decrade:J the statistic.:tl prc:cision of these mel!s~!rn:::cnts 
suffici.:mtl:: t-:> ~!'"'\'e!1t a ttai:1'~cnt of accu ra tc fin<tJ. res'..tl ts. In for~:~"- t.ion 
pcrti:1c~:t to the achievcrr.:mt of f'lrth(•!' i:rq:>ro'''-"r;ents in c'1uir:!1!ont cio~:i;:::n 
u;:ts develo;::.:J(;. 

Tt i.~ r.~,..,~]::~rd t!-l~t :l 11\JUtt·on cpcctl'O'~Gt'J!' b.::1s~·~d 'J:_:'•:Jn· thi:::; 
p:·inci;~le is fe<>si.l:>le ;~;i·.re:-1 focsc.;abl-9 .i::Trcv·,;r::er:ts in o:<parir::ent:l1. · 
te ·~ l'"-.:1 i ·i u.r..! • 

r:,osis S•..!p:r·.ri30:C'S: j·;ich,;.~l J. [_lri::;cql J 
As :':'0 c i.:! to ? ···o .fo s so" 0 f :·!uc le'l r c:n[i !1C cri nr;: 

:·!o rrna?l C. ·~a~:r;•J::: s r;n 
Pr·::>.:>Js~:;or of ::::clear :::ngi:1eorin::_: ·-·-
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August ... 1971 

OPTIMIZATION OF MATERIAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
IN FAST BREEDER REACTORS 

by 

C. P. T zanos, E. P. Gyftopoulos, 
and M. J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

An iterative optimization method based on linearization and on 
Linear Programming is developed. The method can be used for the deter
mination of the material distributions in a fast reactor of fixed powe·r 
output, constrained power density and constrained material volume frac
tions that maximize or minimize integral reactor parameters which are 
linear functions of the neutron flux and the material volume fracti~ns. 

The method has been applied: 

(1) To the problems of optimization of the fuel distribution in the 
reactor core so as to obtain: (a) a maximum initial breeding gain; 
(b) a minimum critical mass; and (c) a minimum sodium void reactivity. 
Numerical results show that the same fuel distribution yields maximt1m 
breeding gain, minimum critical mass, minimum sodiUm void reactivity 
and uniform power density. 
(2) To t~e problem of optimization of a mo4era._tqr distribution in the 
blanket so as to maximize the initial breeding-gain. Results indicate 
that breeding gain is a weak function of the moderator distribution. 
These results are confirmed by studying the effects on the breeding 
gain of the insertion of a moderator, homogeneously distributed, in the 
blanket.· 

Finally, the effects on the breeding gain of surrounding the 
blanket by a reflector are investigated. The results show that: 
(a) savings in blanket thickness may be achieved with choice of a 
proper reflector without substantial loss in breeding gain; and (b) the 
transport and absorpt:ion properties of a medium, rather than its 
moderating properties, determine the figure of merit of a·fast reactor 
blanket reflector, 

--

.· 
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\ C00-3060-2 

MITNE-130· 

November, 1971 

USE OF GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY FOR NEUTRONIC 
ANALYSIS OF LMFBR BLANKETS 

by 

Chang-Sun Kang, Norman C. Rasmussen and 
Michael J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

It was the purpose of the prcccnt investigation to 
extend and appl.Y 8-e (Li) gamma-ray spectroscopy to the 
study of fast reactor blankets. The focal point for 
this research was the Blanket Test Facility at the MITR 
and Blanket No. 2, a realistic. mockup of the blanket
reflector region of a large liquid metal cooled fast 
breeder reactor. 

It was found that Ge(Li) detectors can be simul
taneously used as both high energy neutron spectrometers 
and continuous gamma-ray spectrometers. The broadened 
internal conversion spectral line at 691.4 KeV has 
been analyzed for the former purpose, and the Compton 
recoil continuum has been analyzed a!id unfolded for -
the latter. This development makes the Ge(Li) spec
trometer an extremely valuable shield analysis tool. 

The moisture content of the sodium chromate used 
in the blanket mockup has been confirmed to be less 
than 0.1 w/o by prompt activation analysis. 

Prompt capture and inelastic gamma, and decay 
gamma spectra emitted by the blanket were also analyzed 
to perform a neutron balance with mixed results. The 
inability to resolve U-238 pr~mpt canture gammas made 
it necessary to use the low energy Np-239 decay gammas, 
with the attendant uncertainties due to large self
shielding corrections. Lack of data on the variation 
of prompt ga~~a yield with neutron energy for all --blanket constituents also contributed to the uncer-
tainties, which together made it impossible to develop 
this method to the point where reliable practical appli
cation can be recommended. 
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C00-3060-1 

MITNE-127 

January, 1972 

NEUTRONICS OF AN LMFBR BLANKET MOCK-UP 

by 

T. C. Leung, M. J. Driscoll, I. Kaplan 

and D. D. Lanning , 

ABSTRACT 

Experimental measurements using foil activation te.chn.iques were~.: 
performed on an LMFBR blanket mock-up. made up of subassemblies . 
of 0.25-inch-diameter uranium metal fuel rods, clad in low-carbon 
steel, and. surrounded by anhydrous sodium chromate (Na2Cr04 ) powder. 
This work was carried out in the MIT Blanket Test Facility which em~ . 
ploys a converter assembly to transform the highly thermalized neutrons 
from the reactor's thermal column into a spectrum typical of LMFBR :: 
core leakage neutrons. Vertical and horiz.ontal traverses were made in::. 
the blanket mock-up to confirm that an energy-independent buckling · 
characterized the transverse leakage. 

Axial reaction rate -traverses of numerous mater"ials including 
u23'8(n. "YL u23'8(n, f). u235(n. f) and Pu239(n, f) were made throughout 
the blankE;!t and reflector regions. Experimental results were compared 
with 26-group, s8 calculations. In general, the agreement was good 
except in the iron reflector. The degree to which the u238 capture cross 
section V(as self-shielded was found to be the factor having the greatest 
affect on the calculations. 

Multiple-foil packets containing resonance and threshpld absorbers 
were irradiated at various locations within the blanket and neutron 
spectra unfolded from measured activities using a method based on 
reactor' slowing-down theory. The unfolded blanket spectra were found 
to be harder than calculated using shielded u238 cross sections. but 
softer than calculated using unshielded u238 cross sections. ;_ 
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A STUDY OF HIGH-ALBEDO REFLECTORS FOR LMFBR 1S 

by 

Gilbert J. Brown 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering on·March 
10, 1972 in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
degrees of Master of Science and Nuclear Engineer. 

Abstract 

High-albedo reflectors surrounding the radial blanket region of an 
LMFBR have been studied in conjunction with the A. E. C. supported 
Blanket Research Project at M. I. T. Two distinct topics were considered: 
(1) assessment of thermal;_hydraulic effects upon overall 1000 MvVe 
LMFBR system economics, and (2) definition of a practical configuration 
suitable for simulation and experimental investigation as a Blanket Mockup 
in the lVI. I. T. Blanket Test Facility. 

Blanket overcooling due to the nonuniform radial power distribution 
in the blanket was found to have a significant economic penalty. A simple 
model of the blanket overcooling effect was developed, based on the 
degradation of the mixed mean outlet temperature and the resulting lower
ing of the plant thermal efficiency. It was shown that a maximum annual 
savings of approximately $450,000 can be realized if the radial blanket 
power profile could be completely flattened, and that substantially smaller 
costs are associated with the beginning-to-end-of-life power shift, and 
excess pumping power expenditure. 

These results confirm and reinforce previous neutronic-economic 
work at M. I. T. which showed that the use of a thin two-row blanket arid a 
high-albedo reflector (e. g. graphite) in place of a three-row blanket and 
a more conventional reflector material (e. g. steel) is economically desir
able, since this configuration also decreases the blanket radial power 
peaking. In order to permit con.fi.:rma.tion of the calculationo upon which 
these conclusions are based, graphite-reflected Blanket Mockup No. 3 was 
designed and. constructed. It consists of two rows (12 inches) of blanket 
subassemblies reflected by two rows of graphite followed by three rows of 
steel. Multi-group calculations of the expected material activation 
traverses are compiled for comparison with the experimental data to be 
measured subsequently, as part of theM. I. T. Blanket Research Program. 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll 

Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
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C00-3060-3 

MITNE-129 

May, 1972 

INSTRUMENTAL METHODS FOR NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPY 
IN THE MIT BLANKET TEST FACILITY 

by 

N. R. Ortiz,_ I. C. Rickard, M. J .. Driscoll 
and N. C. Rasmussen 

ABSTRACT 

The energy sp~ctrum of the neutron flux in a realistic 
mockup of the blanket region of a large liquid-metal-cooled 
fast breeder reactor was measured using three different . 

. spectrometers: He-3 and Li-6 semiconductor detectors arid;a 
Proton-Recoil proportional counter. The He-3 detector was 
operated in the sum and difference modes, and the Li-6 d~~ 
tee tor in the sum, difference and triton modes. The ex- .,. 
perimental dCI.ta was unfolded using direct, integral and ··· 
derivative techniques. 

Methods were developed or perfected to enable use o(. 
the He-3 detector over the neutron energy range from 10 keV 
to 1.3 MeV and the Li-6 detector from 10 keV to 3.1 MeV;. 
the Proton-Recoil detector was operated in-the region from 
2.keV"to· 1.5 MeV. In general, good agre~ment was found 
between the experimental measurements for all detector 
types, modes of operation and methods of unfolding, except 
for the low-energy He-3 data. 

The present experimental results and previously 
reported data obtained using a method based on gamma line
broadenihg are in relatively good agreement in th~ high 
energy region above· 0.8 MeV. The measured neutron spectrum 
is also similai in shape to neutron spectra measured at ANL 
in critical as~embly mockups of large LMFBR cores, but sys
tematically softer, as expected .. However, there is a large 
discrepancy in the energy reg~on from 10 keV to SO keV 
bet~een the present results and either spectra unfolded 
from foil data or those numerically calculated using the 
1-D ANISN code in the s8 option with 26 energy groups. 
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ACTIVATION I> RO?ILES Ill RZACTOR FUEL . ELEEENTS 

by 

AJ_,AH EARTIH '£HOViJ? SOH 

SubEli tted t.o the Department of Physics on June 2, 
1972 in partial fulfillment of the require~ents for the 
degree of Bachelor of Science. 

I 
j 

ABSTRACT 

· A transparent rod model was used to develop an 
appro:dr,12..te description of the neutTon flux or material 
activc~tion profile rJithin a cylindrical fuel rod in a 
nuclear reactor. 'The Dredicted unj_versal intra-rod flux 
shape is given by _the ... c01:1plete elliptic function of the 
second kind, such that: 

<j>(r) = 
Experiments ·::ere conducted at the I!:I'l' Reactor in the 

Blanket Test Facility, \'/hich accurately simulates the 
aLlbient flux spectrum and physical conditions found in a. 
fc.;.st :reactor's breeding blanket. A. circular disk foil 
of U-238, punched into six concentric annular pieces, 
vmo pleccd between cylindrical UO 2 fuE:ll 1J \jlle 'L~ ~·tl-Lhin 
a fuel rod and i1·1nadio.ted in ~1lt:! RTF. Eeasurement of 
the Hr-239 and U-238 i'lssion product activ5.ty provided 
data for comparison with t!.le theoreticzl predictions a 

Lea.st-squ2.res analysis of t~e ring data was r.l8.de 
to cmapare the ·observed specific activity of t~1e l~inGs 
with v2.lues p:r8dictec1 using the elliptic function. 
Re~rults indicate a good. fit to tfl.e observed 8.ctivi ty: 
to within an averac;e error of approximately± 2;:~. 

Excellent results rrere obtnined •:.,rhen this model 
Vias applied to thernal neu.tron irradiations o:( fuel rods· 
carried out by other lal)oratories. 1\n even simpler 
er.lpirical relation in Y1llicl1 ·flux v2.ried as the radius 
to the 8/3 por:er \':;.;1.s tested and found to describe intra-~
rod activity Yli th Sl.l.bstantj_ally t~1e same accurz.cy as 
the elliptic in:tegral shape. 

·' 

Th~sis G'upe:~-visor: I.Tichael J. Driscoll 
Title: Associate Professor of lluclear Engineering 
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DETERMINATION OF THE NEUTRON SPECTRUM IN. THE 
1\IIITR TRANSISTOR IRRADIATION FACILITY 

by 

DHUNJISHA W LAL 

Submitted to the MIT Chemical Engineering Department in June 1972, in 
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Science degree • 

. ABSTRACT 

Experiments were cond~cted with a He3 neutron .. 
spectrometer to determine the neutron spectrum in.the 

Transistor Irradiation Facility at the MIT Research 

Reactor. The data was analyzed by two independent 

methods and the results were compared with the theoretical 

Californium-252 fission neutron spectrum. Good agreement 

with the.fission spectrum was observed only above about 

1. 75 MeV. · 

Further experimentation is required to resolve · .... the 

discrepancies between-the pre~ent and previou~ work in 

the energy range below 1 MeV. 

Thesis Supervisors: Michael J. Driscoll 

Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering --
Johnson E. Vivian· 

Title' Professor of Chemical Engineering 

..... 
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THE ECONOMICS OF FUEL DEPLETION IN 
FAST BREEDER REACT<?R BLANKETS 

by 

S. T. Brewer, E. A. Mason and 
M. J. Driscoll 

AJSTAACI' 

A fast breeder reactor fuel depletion-economics model was developed· 
and applieu to a ru...u.o.ber of 1000 MWe U·.iFBR case studies, involving raciial 
l>lanket-rauial reflector design, raJial Llanket fuel r.ianagement, arJ.>.i 
sensitivity of energy costs to changes in the economic envirorilllent. 

Choice of fu~l cost accounting philosopny, e.g. whether or not to 
tax plutonium revenue, was fom1d to have significant effect on absolute 
values of energy costs, wit.i10ut, however, distort:il1g design rankings, 
co~ara tive results, a.ru.i irradiation tiL.J.e optimization. 

A sin6le mul tigroup physics cooputation, to obtain the flux shaJ?e 
and local spectra for dc~lction calculations, \vas £ow1d to be su££ic1ent 
for prelilni.uary desi~n and sensitivity studies. T!1e major source of 
error in i..>larlAet U.epletion results was fow1d to be the assumption of a. 
fixeU. flux Sllape over an irradiation cycle; spectrum :tarJening in the 
radial Ll<liL,.et witi1 irradiation is of 111.i.nor i1:1portance. 

T!te siuple depletion-econoiilics r:1.odel was applied to several 1000 
r-n·~·e U.1FBR· case. studies. Advantages of a moderating reflector were founU. 
to increase as blanket thickness was reduced. For a 45 cnt radial bla.t1-
ket, a oerylliLUu metal reflector offered little Ltprovement, in blan.'-cet 
fuel eco1~mics, over sodium; for a 15 em blanket, berylliwu increased 
net Lllu.nkct revenue by aoout 60:~. An i.u1provemcnt of about 30% in net 
bla.Il.Aet revenue resul teu W!len each ramal ular~ct annular region was 
assum~ to i.Je ex,t.~oseu to its mm local opt:L-.iUffi irrauiation tiliie. 
Opti.uium rauial blaaket irraJi.ation tilae and tae net bla.n.ket revenue 
(m.ills/!Jii•~) at Ltis opti11Ulll were founJ. to be approx1aately linear 
in the wlit fuel cycl~ .costs, i.e. fa.i:>rication ami reprocessing costs 
(~/ ~~11·1) ·ami fissile r.~arket value ($/kg). 
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January, 1973 

HETEROGENEOUS EFFECTS IN FAST BREEDER REACTORS 

by 

M. V. Gregory, M. J. Driscoll, D. D. Lanning 

·ABSTRACT 

Heterogeneous effects in fast breeder reactors are examined 
through development of simple but accurate models for the calculation 
of a posteriori corrections to a volume-averaged homogeneous 
representation. Thre.e distinct heterogeneous effects are considered: 
spatial coarse- group flux distribution within the unit cell, anisotropic 
diffusion, and resonance self-shielding. An escape/transmission · 
probability theory is developed which yields region-averaged fluxes·-~ 
used to flux-weight cross sections. Fluxes calculated by the model :..::.. 
are in substantial agreement with s8 discrete ordinate calculations .. "L 
The method of Benoist, as applied to tight lattices, is adopted to gener
ate anisotropic diffusion coefficients in pin geometry. The resulting:;· 
perturbations from a volume-averaged homogeneous representation =
are interpreted in terms of reactivities calculated from first order 
perturbation theory and an equivalent "total differential of k11 methoq~ 
Resonance self-shielding is treated by the f-factor approach, based on 
correlations developed to give the self-shielding factors as functions~, 
of one-group constants. •-· 

·Various reference designs are analyzed. for heterogeneous effect;?. 
For a demonstration LMFBR design, the whole-core sodium void 
reactivity change is calculated to be 90<; less positive for the hetero
geneous core representation compared to a homogeneous core, due 
primarily to the effects of anisotropic diffusion. Parametric studies 
show at least a doubling of this negative reactivity contribution _is 
attainable for judicious choices of enrichment, lattice pitch and lattice 
geometry (particularly the open hexagonal lattice). The fuel dispersal 
accident is analyzed and a positive reactivity contribution due to 
heterogeneity is identified. 

The results of intra-rod U-238 activation measurements in the 
Blanket Test Facility are analyzed and compared to calculations. 
This activation depression is found to be of the order of 10% (surface
to-average) for a typical LMFBR blanket rod and is ascribed to the.--·
effect of heterogeneous resonance self-shielding of U- 238 .. Hetero
geneous effects on the breeding ratio are studied with the conclusions 
that accounting for resonance self-shielding reduces the total breeding 
ratio by over 10%, but heterogeneous effects are not important for · 
breeding ratio calculations. 

. ... ---··.: --:· .. -·· .. - -.~. >: 
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SELECTION OF FOIL MATERIALS FOR

~MFBR NEUTRON SPEC'l'ROMETRY 

by 

Simon Yeung-Nam Ho 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineerinq 
on May 23, 1973 in partial fulfillment of the requirements 
for the degree of Master of Science in Nuclear Engineering. 

Abstract 

The various chemical elements were assessed 
for use as foil detector materials for determination 
bf LMFBR neutron spectra, with particular emphasis 
pn those suitable for use in mixed-powder foil capsules, 

-and where emphasis is to be placed on the sub-Kev-region, 
~here instrumental methods are least effective. 

Detailed criteria were applied to select candidate 
~aterials, 44 of which were then subjected individually 
to irradiation screening tests, and Nai detector 
counting, followed by a simulated mixed-powder application 
~nd Ge(Li) detector counting.· Materials selected as 
having the best combination of nuclear properties were: 
gold, arsenic, praseodymium, manganese, lanthanum, indium, 
sodium, molybdenum, titanium, and rubidium. 

Niobium and vanadium were identified as the 
preferred materials for the capsule itself. 

~hesis Supervisor: 
~itle: Associate 

Michael J. Driscoll 
Professor of Nuclear Engineering. 
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ASSESSMENT OF THORIUM BLANKETS FOR 

FAST BREEDER REACTORS 

by 

P. J. Wood and M ... J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

C00-2250-2 

MITNE-148 

July, 1973 

An assessment of the neutronic, economic, and ·engineering aspects 
of the use of thorium in the radial and axial blankets of Liquid Metal 
Cooled Fast Breeder Reactors (LMFBR's) has been performed. While 
the breeding performance of a thorium blanketed system has been shown 
to be slightly inferior to that of a comparable uranium blanketed system 
iri terms of fissile production rate, its economic performance is signifi
cantly superior, as evidenced by up to a 30% reduction in fuel cycle 
costs for a 1000 MW e reactor arising from the added 1. 6 million dollars ·.J 

in annual income. This superiority, which arises from the projected·· · ~,~ 
high value of the product U-233 relative to fissile Pu in thermal spec-
trum reactors, is expected to persist for approximately twenty years 
after LMFBR commercialization, and can, therefore, significantly en..; 
hance the incentive for rapid acceptance and introduction of the breeder 
into utility power systems. 

Detailed cash flow analysis was shown to reduce to particularly 
simple expressions for the fuel cycle contribution to the total cost of 
power: 

U-238 Blanketed System 

Th-232 Blanketed System 

where 

c = 0.02173 P 49 + 0.6203 

c = 0. 07613 P 49 - 0. 04793 P 23 + o. 6648 

C = the fuel cycle contribution to the cost of power, mills/kw-hr, 

P
49 = the price of fiSsil~ Pu, $ /g, and 

P 23 ~the price of U-233, $/g . 

In addition, a universal economic parameter was developed to charac
terize blanket performance under a wide range of economic environ- ---
ments. Both of the above developments will greatly reduce the amount 
of work required for future economic studies. 

Experimental studies with thorium and uranium foils irradiated 
in the M. I. T. Blanket Test Facility, Blanket Mockup No. 4 were 
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performed to check the cross section data used in the remainder of the 
study, and to assign an uncertainty band to the fissile material production 
rate predictions. 

Evaluation of the relevant physics parameters has shown that the 
reactor kinetics and dynamics characteristics (e. g., neutron lifetime, 
delayed neutron fraction, and Doppler reactivity coefficients) of the two 
systems are the same within calculational uncertainties, while the 
thorium blanketed system requires approximately 4o/o more core fissile 
material and 9o/o more control 'poison than a corresponding ·u·ranium 
blanketed system. Radial power gradients and blanket assembly average 
temporal power variations are somewhat greater for a thorium radial 
blanket. In-out shuffle blanket management has been shown to be the 
most desirable of those studi P.s hoth from the economic (by o. smo.ll 
margin) and from the thermal-hydraulic points of view. 

0 

It is concluded that LMFBR systems can be designed to accommo
date uranium and thorium blankets on an interchangeable basis, and that" 
the thorium blanket deserves strong consideration as the reference desi'gn 
concept for LMFBR systems. 
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~~ast Neutron Spectrometry in 
\ 

' an LMFBR Blanket Reflector 

by 

Tsi-Pin Choonq 

Submi~ted to the department of Nuclear Engineering on 

Atq. 13, 1973, in partial fulfillment of· the requirements 

for the degree of Master of Science. 

Previously observed anomalies 
calculat~d fast n~utron penetration 
surrounding mockups of fast 
inv·:?sti~P\t.:>n. 

involving greater than 
in the refl8ctor region 

reactor bl~nket were 

l\ Li-6 s~micon<luctor neutron sncctrometer was used to 
measut-<=:> nP.utron spectra i1: th'= r.ange 0.1-1.0 M".!v as a 
function of depth into· t.he carbon-steel rerlector for depths 
v~ryin~ from 6 to 15 inches. The results did not confirm the 
anomalnu~ results suggested by previous threshold. foil 
det~ctor travers~s. 

P1rametric studies and diagnostic experiments indicated 
th\lt the discrc:!pancies b:atwe~n calcul"ted an:l me<-~s.nrPfl !I-23R 
fission travP.rses can he explained as the combinl:'!d result of 
a numh?r of l:'!ffccts: errors in iron cross sections due to 
the ch':>ice of weiyhtinq spectra used in their preparation, 
errors in th'= U-2JH fission crbss section near threshold, 
subthreshold fission in U-2JR, and the small amount (18ppm) 
ol U-235 in the depleted Uranium foils used. 

Title : Associate P~~fessoc of ~uclear 
Engineering • 
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ABSTRACT 

PROTON RECOIL NEUTRON SPECTROI1ETRY 
IN A FAST REACTOR BLANKET 

by. 

ROBERT JOHN KENNERLEY 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering on 
August 1.3, 1973 in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the degree of I'ia.ster ofScience.· 

Procedures anaequipment for the measurement 
of fast neutron spectra in fast reactor blanket 
mockups using proton-recoil proportional counters were 

·· developedp applied and evaluated. A need for improve
ments i<Jas identified in several areas~ primarily in 
the detectors themselves, and in the method used to 
determine their energy calibration. 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll 
Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
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C00-2250-5 

MITNE-157 

January, 1974 

EVALUATION OF THE PARFAIT BLANKET CONCEPT 

FOR FAST BREEDER REACTORS 

·by 

G. A. Ducat,' M. J. Drisc.oll and N. E. Todreas 

ABSTRACT 

An evaluation of the neutronic, thermal-hydraulic, mechanical t:1 

and economic characteristics of fast breeder reactor configurations ::c_ 
containing an internal blanket has been performed. This design, 
called the parfait blanket concept, employs a layer of axial blanket 
fuel pellets at the core midplane in· the fuel pins of the inner enrich
ment zone; otherwise, the design is the same as that of the conven
tional LMFBR's t,o.which the parfait configuration was compared. 

Two significant advantages were identified for tl:le parfait blanket 
concept relative to the conventional design. First, the parfait con
figuration has a 2 5% smaller peak fast flux which reduces wrapper 
tube dilation by 37% and fuel element elong~tion by 29%; and second, 
axial and radial flux flattening contribute to a 7. 6% reduction in the 
peak fuel burnup. Both characteristics significantly diminish the 
problems of fuel and metal swelling. 

Other advantages identified for a typical parfait design include: 
a 2 5% reduction in the burnup r~activity swing, which reduces control 
rod requirements; a 7o/o greater overpower operating margin; an 
increased breeding ra.tio, which offsets the disadvantage of a higher 
critical mass; and more favorable sodium voiding characteristics 
which countera,ct the disadvantage of an 8% smaller power Doppler 
coefficient. All other characterist~cs investigated were found to 
differ insignificantly or slightly favor the parfait design. 
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A FOIL-METHOD FOR NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY 
•· . 

IN FAST REACTORS 

by 

Joseph Kwok-Kwong Chan 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering on 

January 1.5, 1974 in partial fulfillment of the requirements 

for the degree of Master of ~cience in. Nuclear Engineering. 

ABSTRACT 

A mixed-powder multiple foil activation method has 

ceen used to infer the neutron spectrum in a simulated 

fast breeder reactor blanket. After extensive screening 

tests, six materials were chosen as foir detectors 1 

Aul97. Mn55. Na2), As75, La1)9 9-nd Pr141, A thermal 

calibration r,lethod was used to reduce the effect of most 

experimental errors. A high resolution Ge(Li) detector 

was used to determine the composite gamma spectrum, and 

the G~UU~L code was used to analyze the spectrum for the 

individual photopeaks. Thermal-normalized activities 

were input to a modification of the SPECTRA program to 

obtain the neutron spectrum. The results were found ·to 

be in good agreement with multi-.;:;..-uup calculations. 

•. 
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C00-2250-4 
MITNE-150 

May, 1974 

EVALUATION OF HIGH PERFORMANCE LIVIFBR 
BLANKET CONFIGURATIONS 

by '. 

G. J. Brown and M. J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

The economic performance of conventional and advanced 
radial blanket configurations for LMFBR power reactors has 
been analyzed considering both fuel cycle costs and the cost 
penalties associated with blanket overcooling. Simple models 
were developed to correlate total blanket heating rates and 
to relate mixed-mean coolant outlet temperatures to the cost 
of electric power. It was found, empirically, that the total 
blanket heating rate could be split into two terms: one pro
portional to local fission rate, and the other (independent of 
local fission rate)'representing ·exponential attenuation of 
gamma and neutron leakage from the core. The· economics of.! 
thermal-hydraulic design were quantified by relating changes 
in power-peaking factors to changes in mixed-mean coolant 
temperature, which were in turn related to cycle thermal 
efficiency and pumping power requirements, which determined 
the change in net electric power available for ~ale, and h~nce 
the incremental change in the cost of power. 

A variety of blanket-reflector configurations were ex
amined: one, two and three subassembly rows; depleted, natural 
and low-enrichment uranium fuel; steel and graphite reflectors; 
region-wide and row-by-row orificin·g. An individually orificed 
two-row depleted-uranium-fueled, graphite-reflected blanket was 
found to yield the largest savings ($1.4 ~ 106/yr) ~elative to 
~he ~ase-case three-row depleted-yrani~~-f~o:cd ~teel-reflected, 
region-orificed blanket. 

An experimental verification of the neutronic analysis or· 
a graphite-reflect~d blanket was performed using the Blanket 
Test Facility at the M.I.T. Research Reactbr. ·~he results of 
this effort indicated ·that the nuclear design of graphite
~eflected blankets can be accompli~hed at least as well as that 
of conventional steel-reflected blankets. --
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GAMMA HEATING MEASUREMENTS IN FAST. 
BREEDER REACTOR BLANKETS 

by 

P. A. ScheinertandM. J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

C00-2250-10 
MITNE-164 

August. 197 4 

Gamma heating_ measurements have been performed in a mockup 
of the blanket and reflector regions of an LMFBR using thermo
luminescent dosimeters (TLD 1 s). Supporting work was carried out 
on the use of cavity ionization theory to develop the spectral response 
factors necessary for the interpretation of the data. 

Dose traverses were made using 7LiF TLD .rods encapsulated 
m stainless steel (to represent fuel rod cladding), aluminum (to 
simulate sodium coolant) and lead (to simulate uo 2 fuel). Absolute 
dose rates were determined using a Co- 60caliLraliou facility developed 
for the purpose, and the results were compared to state-of-the-art 
calculations using the AN!SN computer progri~.rrt inthe s

8
, P

1 
option aml 

a 40 group (22 neutron, 18 gamma) coupled cross section set. Coolant 
and clad heating rates were underpredicted by roughly SO%, but the 
much larger fuel dose rates were predicted within the experimental 
uncertainty·(± 10= 8%), so that the overall gamma heating rate is 
only underestimated by about 20%. . 

Traverses made using stainless steel ionization chamber dosimeters 
confirm th~ TLD data within experimental uncertainty. It is concluded 
that TLD methods; with only slight and forseeable improvements, are 
satisfactory for gamma heating studies in fast breeder reactor 
assemblies. ~-
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THE APPLICATION OF PERTURBATION THEORY AND 

VARIATIONAL PRli~CIPLES TO FAST REACTOR FUEL MANAGEMENT 

by 

Robert Edward Masterson 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering on 
August 12, 1974 in partial fulfillment of the requirements 
for the degree of.Master of Science in Nuclear Engineering • 

. ABSTRACT. 

_ Three types of perturbation methods: first order, ~-
generalized and variational, are compared to the conventional· 
depletion time step method for calculation of system reactivi~y 
and the core· and blanket breeding ratios of fast breeder .;· 
reactors during burnup. A new method is developed for -~ 
generating time dependent nuclide concentrations for appli
cationsin which region-averaged fluxes change linearly as a 
function of irradiation time. Difference equations are 
developed \~hich permit simple implementation of this method, 
and which reduce to the conventional representation when the 
flux does not change over the time step. · 

. . . 

It is shown by both numerical examples and analytic 
means. that, in the range of interest for demonstration and 
commercial rast breeder reactors, most burnup related param
eters change very nearly linearly as a function of time at 
full power: fertile and fissile nuclide concentrations, 
system reactivity and the components .thereof, system and 
region-wise breeding ratios, ani the region-~ise averaged 
total neutron-fluxes.· 

___..--
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The variationally-based form of perturbation theory, 
as developed by Stacey, coupled with the present linear 
flux-change depletion model was found to predict burnup 
reactivity changes and core and blanket breeding ratios 
within ±1% of the conventional method. This combination 
is, ~herefore, quite useful for simple, reliable and in
expensive fast reactor fuel management computations. 
First order and generalized perturbation theory are shown 
to be less accurate, but still useful for selected applica
tions. 

. I 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll 
Associat~ Professoi of Nuclear Engineering 
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A STACKED-FOIL METHOD FOR "E:PITHERMAL 

NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY 

by 

M. K. YEUNG 

Submitted to the MIT Department of Nuclear Engineering in December 
197 4 in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master 
of Science. 

ABSTRACT 

A multi-foil-stack method has been developed for 
determination of the shape of the epithermal (1 ev to 
5 kev) flux in fast reactor assemblies. A demonstration 
application was performed using gold foils in a fast 
reactor blanket rnock~p. 

A computer program was developed to calculate 
mult{group self-shielding factors for stacked foils, 

.including the effect of Doppler Broadening, given ENDF 
tabulated resonance parameters as input. An unfolding 
technique was also developed to infer the ne~tron 
spectrum from the measured induced gamma activities of 
the foils in the stack. 

Spectra unfolded from foil data were found to be 
in reasonably good. agreement with the calculated blanke~ 
spectrum and also with the spectrum in a 1/E calibration 
facility. 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll 

Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
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C00-2250-13. 

MITNE-168 

February, 1975 

THE EFFECT OF REACTOR SIZE ON THE BREEDING 
ECONOMICS OF LMFBR BLANKETS 

by 

A. Tagishi and M. J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

The effect of reactor size on the neutronic and economic per
formance of LMFBR blankets driven by radially-power-flattened cores 
has been investigated using both simple models and state-of-the-art 
computer methods. Reactor power ratings in the range 250 to 3000 
.:\1\\i e were considered. Correlations for economic breakeven and opti
mum irradiation times and blanket thicknesses have been developed for 
batch-irradiated blankets. 

It is shown that at a given distance from the core-blanket interface 
the fissile buildup rate per unit volume rem<;l.ins very nearly constant in 
the radial bbnkct ag (radially- power- flattened, constant-height) cere size 
increases. As a consequence, annual revenue per blanket assembly, and 
break even and optimum irradiation times and optimum blanket dim ens ions, 
are the same for all reactor sizes. 

It is also shown that the peripheral ~ore fissil~ enrichment, hence 
neutron leakage spectra, of the (radially-power-flattened, constant-height) 
cores remains essentially constant as core size increases. Coupled with 
the preceding observations, this insures that radial blanket breeding per
formance in demonstration-size LMFBR units will be a good measure of 
that in much larger commercial LMFBR's. · · 
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PARFAIT BLANKET CONFIGURATIONS FOR FAST 3REEOER REACTORS 

by 

Richard Alward Pinnock 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering on May 9, 1975 in partial 
fulfillment of the~_requirements for the degree of· Master of Science. 

Abstract·' 

An evaluation has been performed of the neutronic, thermal-hydraulic, and 
mechanical effects of design variations in a liquid metai cooled fast breeder 
reactor (LMFBR) containing internal blankets of the so~called parfait 
configuration in which a thin, uisk-::;haped region of blanket fuel replaces 
core fuel in the inner enrichment zone of a conventional LMFBR. 

Increasing the thickness of the axial blanket while simultaneously 
decreasing the active core height reduced the fis~ile plutonium inventory, 
out increased the peak fast flux, peak power density, and reactivity swing .. 
The breeding ratio was unaffected. ~1oving the inner blanket 5 em. off-cente~. 
toward the coolant outlet caused power generation to increase ·in the coolant~ .. 
inlet half of the core a~d decrease in the coolant outlet half of the core. . 
This produced the desired reduction in peak clad temperature in the inner cor;e 
zone but was· accompanied by a slight increase in fissile plutonium inventory 
and peak fast flux and an 11.5% increase in peak power density. Reactivity 
swing increased slightly and breeding ratio remained essentially constant. 
It is concluded that these two design alternatives are not-attractive, 
primarily because of the increase in peak power.density. 

Favorable results were obtained by removing the stainless steel 
hexagonal w-rappers from the inner core subassemblies ancl increasing the 
fuel volume fraction from 30% to 35%, and then to 40%. These changes were 
accompanied by a small reduction in fissile plutonium inventory·and 
significant reductions in local peak burnup. The 35 volume percent fuel 
design showed a 44% increase in mid-cycle breeding gain and a 51% drop in 
reactivity swing. The 40 volume percent fuel design showed a 67% increase in 
breeding gain and a 73% drop in reactivity swing, compared to the normal 
parfait. Breeding ratios as high as 1.40 were obtained, c·ompared to a value 
of 1.20 calculated. for a conventional core. 

Simple models were developed to compare thermal bowing and irradiation
induced bowing of the normal parfait core to that in a conventional L~IFBR 

core, both with freestanding fuel assemblies. It was found that the parfait 
·design would experience maximum thermal and.irradiation-induced bowing in the-
inner core only 42 and 16%, respectively, of that in the conventional core; 
corresponding figures in the outer core region were 80 anu 103%. 

It was found that the reduced bO\ving and the flat axially-integrated 
power generation profiles of the parfait configuration would allo\~ both 
closer assembly spacing and elimination of the he~agonal subassembly ducts: 
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a combination which would, in turn, allow the increased fuel volume fractions 
discussed above. The COBRA III C thermal-hydraulics program combined with a 
simple model was used to evaluate bypass flow in the open lattice design. 
The inner core having 40 volume percent fuel was found·to suffer a 6.6% 
reduction in the mixed mean coolant temperature rise across the core - larger 
than in a PI'IR but probably tolerable. It is concluded that the open lattice, 
-hl.gh-fuel-volume parfait-blanket L~lFBR is an attractive alternative to 

-conventional LMFBR designs, particularly since it is not possible (without 
incurring compensatory penalties) in the latter to reduce bowing or flatten 
power to the extent that a similar design option would be practicable. 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll 
Title: Associate. Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
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THE BREEDING-ECONOMIC PERFORMANGE 

. OF FAST REACTOR BLANKETS 

by 

Mahmoud Ket abi 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering, May 12, 
1975, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
degree of Master of Science in Nuclear Engineering. 

ABSTRACT· 

Key fast reactqr blanket fuel management parameters 
(breakeven and optimum irradiation times and maximum 
revenue) are correlated as a function of variables char
acterizing the economic environment under the assumption 
of constant local fissile buildup rate. Two cost accounting 
philosophies are examined: in Method A.post-irradiation 
transactions are not capitalized (revenue from the sale of 
plutonium is taxed as ordinary income; reprocessing, is 
treated as a.tax deductable expense in the year it occurs); 
in Method B, post-iriadiation transactions are capitalized. 

It is shown that only two .variables can be used to 
correlate all results: the discount rate and a lumped 
parameter which combines all seven of the other variables. 
Simple correlations are derived and fit to cash-flow-method 
computer program calculations, and shown to reproduce the 
exact results within several percent for a set of cases 
which cover a wide range of all independent variables in
volved. 

Methods A and B lead to significantly different 
results, which can have a profound effect on breeder 
reactor blanket design and fuel management decisions. 
Method A gives rise to shorter breakeven and larger (by 
around 40 %> optimum irradiation times and higher revenue 
than Method B. Hence Method B would lead to thinner blan
ket designs and more rapid refueling. Sensitivity studies 
involving all independent variables show that Method B 
results are also more sensitive to changes in the economic 
environment, particularly the income ta.x rate. In the ~·-
limit of public utility financing (zero tax rate) Meth-
ods A and B are identical. ' 
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; The fuel management strategy e·rnployed (batch, region 
scatter, out-in, in-out} is shown to have no effect on the 
results, given an invariant local fissile buildup rate 
as assumed in this work. 

Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll 
Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
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IMPROVED RADIOPHOTOLUMINESCENCE 

TECHNIQUES FOR GAMMA HEATING 

DOSIMETRY 

by 

RICHARD A. MORNEAU 

Submitted to the Department bf Nucle~r Engineering on 
August 5, 1975 in partial f.ulfillment of the requirements 
for the degree of Master of Science. 

Abstract 

A simple and inexpensive device for measurement of 
gamma dose based ·on the radiophotoluminescence (RPL) 
response of LiF thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD's) has 
been constructed and evaluated. Important features of the 
unit include the use of photon counting methods to increase 
sensitivity and precision and careful selection of filters 
for the excitation and emission spectra. 

Based upon the proven capabilities of the present 
design, and improvements suggested by tests carried out on 
the prototype unit, it is concluded that the LiF/RPL 
approach can be a useful supplement to, or substitute 
for, TLD methods: in particular for the measurement of 
gamma heating rates in fast reactor media, the principal 
application motivating the present work. 

Since the RPL method is non~destructive, normal TLD 
readout of the LiF dosimeters can be employed following 
RPL readout, an important advantage. 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll 
Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
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DESIGN OF A GRAPHITE REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY 

FOR AN Lf'1FBR 

by 

CRAIG A. CIIJ\f.WERS 

S~gmitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering 

on August 11, 1975, in partial 

fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of 

Master of Scien~e in Nu~lear Engineering 

ABS'l'RACT 

Mechanical, ncutronic/photonic, thermal/hydraulic, 
and economic analyses arc p•2rfort:1::d to evaluate the use of' 
graphite as a radial reflector material in the U.iFBR 

A 1·e ferenc e as sc::1j 1:-; con 1' i r.:,ura t ion is developed, 
consisting of ~raphite di~cs stacked in a cylindrical 
stainless steel can which Js in turn inser~ed into a standard 
stainless steel assr:'!"'h.ly duct. 'fhe assembly is cooled by 
sodium flO\'ling up1·1arci bet·::·:<'n the duct •::~~ll and the can ·.·lhich 
clads the 2;raphite cylinJ·:~r·. The limiting factor identified 
in the de s i g n i s t ll e c; u o s Vi on a b 1 e 3 b i l i t y of t he graph i t e t o 
retain structural intesrity under the high fast neutron 
fluenc es \·:hie h ·;~i 11 be expc r ienc ed. Currently available 
test data limits the ets:>:n··:-(i lifetir:1~ of even the ne1·:er hiGh
strength isotropic e;raphitcs to a maxiuJum of 5 years. 
Rotation of the assembly at rnidlife 1·1ou.ld be necessary to 
achieve even this mod~st lifetime. Thermal and hydrauli~ 
limits on the asscmbly 1 on the otl'ler· h9nd. are ea:;i ly 
accommodated by the reference design. I:1 particular., radiant 
heat transfer provides inhr~rent protection against over
heatjng the Graphite. 

The promise of c;rap!1i:.:e r<2flectors as an economically 
superior altern<lt'i.ve to :ld:.Jition?:l blani<et as5e1:1blje::; or r.o 
stainless steel retluct6r ~ssemhlies is not borne out. 
An~lysis indicates that because of the relatively short nvt 
lifetime of graphite, the material and fabrication costs 
offset the slightly improved plutonium yield of the radial 
bl~nket attributable to the use of a ~raphite reflector. 
·"lthouc;h economic con;,Jarisons are sub,j ect to prevailing 
market conditions, the r;cn~:?ral cc:lclusion can be reached that 
an additional blanket roN is econo:nically superior to both 
graphite and stainless steel reflectors: Nhile it is still 
unprofitable, the net cost is le~s. Graphite does, however, 
huld a slight economic advantage over stainless steel, and 
the feasibility of employing gr'aphite in current Lf.iFBR 
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designs is entirely within the capability of'state-of-the-
art materials and procedures. Experimental verification of 
higher nvt tolerance would significantly improve its prospects 
for LMFBR service. 

Thesis Supervisor£ Michael J. Driscoll 
--·Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 

--
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BREEDING-ECONOMICS OF F:i3R BLANKETS HAVING 

NONLINEAR FISSILE BUILDUP HISTORIES 

by 

DOUGLAS BRUYER 

Sub~itted to t~P Deoartr~~t of ~ucl~ar ~npin~~ri~g 9 
Aupust 26, 19?5 9 in partial fulfillment of the r~quire~erts 
for the degr~?.e of !·~aster of Sci~!"'ce. in r!ur.le~r 'P,ngineoril"lg. 

ABSTRACT 

Physics-depl e'tfo n-ecoJTIO'""ics calcule1tions have bPen 
carried out on several di~~erent fRst re~ctor blanket 
configurations to det~r~"~"ine ~~d co~oare sevpral i~"~"portant 
properties of the hlnnkots, such as b~~akPv~n And optiJ'Tium 
irradiation ti~e and enrich~ent. 

Particnla.,.. nttenti.on is paid to the t?ff~?cts of 
roalistic hon-line~r f"isc;ile htlildup hj storios on the 
above fuel-narage~ent-related cha~a~teristics. Previous 
analytic nethods anplicnblP to cas0s in which fis~ile 
buildU"9 is a line.::tr ~nnction of irraciation ti'""~ are 
sho··rn to in~t,r apprecial1le Prro~ vnder cert~in defined 
ci~cu~st~n~es. A sirple corre~tion is d~rived to ~orrect 
fo~ this deficiency, n~d deMons~rnted to be satis~actory 
using illustrativ0 nurPric~l examples. 

Supt=>rvisor: ~icha~l J. Driscoll 
Associnte Professor o~ ruclenr ~n~ineering -----
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GAMMA HEATING IN LMF:i3R MEDIA . 

by 

M. S. Kalra and M. J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

C00-2250-18 

MITNE-179 

February, 1976 

State-of~the art approaches for the calculation of g~rnma 
heating in the core, blanket and reflector regions of L~FBR's 
have been evaluated, with particular emphasis on coupled 
neutron-gamma methods/cross section sets. The major source 
of calculational error was found to be the aooarent failure 
to impose a mass-energy balance on total gamma energy y{eld 
from neutron capture and other interactions in the. prep~~~
tion of representative neutron-gamma cross section sets. 

The applicability of many simplifying assumptions was 
demonstrated, including: volume-weighted homogenization;' 
insensitivity to the shape of the garnrna-source-spectrurnf
garnma energy deposition equal to gamma energy source rnor'e 
than ~10 ern inside large zones of uniform composition, and 
the negligibl~ effect of bremsstrahlung. 

. . A simple one~group method was developed to permit rapid, 
accurate estimation of the large (factor of 2) changes in 
the gamma energy deposition-to-source ratio possible near 
region interfaces. The approach, which also ensures con
servation of mass-energy, was used in conjunction with 
coupled neutron-gamma computations to verify that previous 
experimental measurements of gamma heating in an LMFBR 
blanket mockup at M.I.T. were in accord.with theoretical 
expectations within the experimental precision of ~+10%. 

~-
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C00-2250-l'l 
MITNE-178 

·March, 1-976 

URANHJM SELF-SHIELDING IN FAST REACTOR BLANKETS 

by 

o·. "K. Kadiroglu and M. J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

The effects of heterogeneity on resonance self-shielding 
are examined vith particuJ.a.r emphasis on the blanket region of the 
fast breeder reactor and on its dominant reaction - capture in U-238". 
The results, hovever, apply equally well to scattering resonances, 
to other isotopes (fertile, fissile ~~d structural species) and to 
other environments, so long as the underlying assumptions of narrow 
resonance theory apply. 

The heterogeneous resonance integral is first cast into a 
modified homogeneous form involving the ratio of coolant-to-fuel 
fluxes. A generalized correiation (useful in its ovn right in many 
other applications) is developed for this ratio, using both integral 
transport and collision probability theorJ to infer the form of 
carrela.t:!on, and then relying upon Haute Carlo calculations to 
e~tablish e,b~clute values of the correl~.:t:!.cn ::::::efficients. 

It is shown that a simple linear prescription can be 
developed for the flux ratio as a function of only fuel optical 
thickness and the fraction of the slowing-down source generated by 
the coolant. This in turn permitted derivation of a new equivalence 
theorem relating the heterogeneous self-shielding factrr to the 
homogeneous self shielding factor at a modified value of the background 
scattering cross section per absorber nucleus. A simple version of thi3 
relation is developed and .used to sho.., that b.eterogP.n~:"ity has a negligible 
effect on the calculated. blanket breeding ratio in fast reactors. 
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PARFAIT BLANKET SYSre'15 :EHPLOYIIiG M.IXED PROGENY FUELS . 

. David Charles Aldrich 

Sub mi. tted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering on l~ay 7, 1976 
r'/ in partial fulfillment of the requirements 

--- for the degree of Master of Science 

ABSTRACT 

A series of breeding performance comparisons has been performed !or 
conventional vs. parfait (i.e. ,internally-b Ja.nketed) LHFBR systems e."!lploying 
mL~ed ~ro~eny fuels. Seven reactor configurations were investigated: 
Conventional cores '.<i th nranium (or thorium) external blankets, Parfait 
cores lri th uraniur\ (or thoriur.t) internal e.r!d ext'ernal blankets, a Parfait 
core ~~th uraniun internal and thori~. external blankets, a thoriuc-blanketed 
Parfait core having neO in its internal blanket, and a Pu/Th-fueled conven
tional core with thoriuc·external blankets. 

While the parfait systems did not exhibit any direct breeding ratio 
adve.ntage per se, they do. provide significant perforL'lB.nce adva."ltages th.~,,t 
coulci be exploited to achieYe improved breeding capability. The relatiye 
perforc~ce advantages of tae uranium-bl~keted parfait cores over their 
conventional counterparts •.,ras si.:nilar to findings in previous work at :-fiT; 
the relative advantages of the thor i un parfait cores over their convent'i'on8.1 
counterparts· aprear even more favorable [reduced peak fast flux ( 25%), ·; 
burnup reacti Yi ty s....,ing ( 22%~, peak power density ( 7~), radial fast flu~/ 
and pover gradients in inner core zone ( 60%)]. -~ 

r-._ 

AC.di tion of DeO to the inner blanket region led to de.graded neutronic 
•£:-r· 

perfo~ance and is not ccnsidered a favorable design .altet"nat:i,.ve. 

Strategies for improving breeding end/or doubling time ·perfo~ance are 
discussed. .ft_"lalysis based on heat rern.oYal capability suggests the folloving 
re:lationsaips: 

where 
6n ~ 4 6t -- o.o 
n 

and . ~ < R ..,...._1 __ 

p- (1 + 6~l 
1· 

T = doubling ti~e, p = specific pover, g = breeding gain, £ = average 
er~icr.nent, ?. = peak to average po~er .in conventional core. ?.ough ~-
calculations indicate ~aximum doubling time reductions of up to 28% 
(considerably less than ti.<! 50% claimed in recent French studies). 

Fissile inve~tory and production rate data has been conpiled for 
use i.n i'ut'..l.re comparative econo:nic a::alyses. The thoriwn-blankei;ed 
~a:fe.it systen and the .?u/Tn- fueled ;;ysten are of interest .because of 
their·~elatively large U-233 production rates. 
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF 
BREEDING PERFOR1·1ANCE OF 

FAST REACTOR BLANKETS 
by 

Shin-Shyong Nu 

Subr:nitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering Massachusetts 
Insh!ute of Technology, in June 1976, in partial fulffllment of the 
req~lrem.ents for the degrees of Master of Science in Nuclear 
Engmeenng and Nuclear Engineer. 

ABSTRACT 

Fast reactor blanket mockup experiments are analyzed 
with particular attention to assessment of breeding 
performance. The spectral index cr 28 /cr~ 5 ( or the related 
parameter c; ) is shcnvn to be a pa~ticUlarly useful 
parameter for characterization of breecl.ing-related · 
properties. · 

The measure~ value of cr 28 /cr 25 in a mockup of a 
typical oxide-fueled LMFBR bl~nkef was found to be 0.102 ± 
0.005, \'rhich is slightly loHer than the value of 0.110 
calculated using state-of-the-art rnultigroup metho~s. 

Parametric studies of the effect of various changes 
on the calculated value of cr 2 8 /cr 2 5 ,._rere carried out. 
Errors attributable to the effecfs of heterogeneity. or 
blanket composition were ~iscre~ited as likely sources of 
the C/E ~iscrepancy : experimental technique and the · 
capture cross section of U-238 we.fe icentificc1. as the most: 
probable reasons. 

The results are consistent with other recent fin~ihgs 
~hat calculatec'! LPFBR breer..ing ratios are slightly higher 
than those verifiecl by experinentcl determinations: but 
more ~efinitive experiments anc calculations are still 
called fur. ~ 

Thesis Supervisor : Michael J •. Driscoll 
Title : Associate Professor Of Nuclear Engineering 
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C00-2250-25 
MITNE-199 

March, 1977 

EVALUATION OF ADVANCED FAST REACTOR BLANKET DESIGNS 

by 

J. I. Shin and M. J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

Various fast reactor blanket design concepts - moderated, fissile 
seeded, alternatively fueled, etc. - have been evaluated to develop a 
more comprehensive understanding of the technical basis for improved 
breeding and economic performance. Simple analytical models and 
equations have been developed, verified by state-of-the-art computer 
calculations, and applie'd to facilitate interpretation and correlation 
of blanket characteristics. 

All design concepts examined in the study could be fit into a , 
self-consistent methodology: for example, the fissile buildup historie_s 
of all blanket compositions and regions, from a single pin to an entire· 
blanket, could be fitted to the same .dimensionless correlation, and all. 
blankets have the same dimensionless optimum irradiation time. 

It was also found that the external breeding ratio at the beginning 
of blanket life is a constant multiple of the external breeding ratio 
averaged over life for an optimally irradiated blanket. Hence one can 
use beginning-of-life studies to correctly rank the breeding perfor~ance 
of various blanket design options. 

Although oxide fuel was found to have economically favorable 
characteristics given equal fabrication costs per unit mass of heavy 
metal, thin (2-row) UC-fueled 'blanket co:nr.epts appear to be slightly 
preferable under projected short-term future economic conditions due to 
their excellent neutronic and thermal-hydraulic characteristics, and 
their narrow margin of deficiency even under conditions favoring oxide 
fuel. 

It is confirmed that the non-linear fissile buildup history 
characteristic of FBR blankets must be considered in making sufficiently 
accurate fuel management decisions for real reactors, and it is shown 
that a batch fuel management option produces about 15% less plutonium than 
other commonly considered options such as In-Out shuffling. ---

All results were consistent with the observation that very little 
improvement in external blanket breeding performance can be envision . .=d 
unless core design changes are allowed. Breeding ratio.improvements were 
often detrimental to· blanket economics (and vice versa). 
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May, 1977 

RESONANCE REGION NEUTRONICS OF UNIT CELLS 
IN FAST AND THERMAL REACTORS 

by 

A. A. Salehi, M. J. Driscoll and 0. L. Deutsch 

ABSTRACT 

A method has been developed for generating resonance-self
shielded cross sections based upon an improved equivalence 
theorem, which appears to allow extension of the self-shieldin~
factor (Hondarenko f-factor) method, now mainly applied to fast 
reactors, to thermal. reactors as well. 

The method is based on the use of simple pres.criptions 
for the ratio of coolant-to-fuel region-averaged fluxes, in the 
equations defining c~ll averaged cross sections. Linearization 
of the dependence of these functions on absorber optical thick-
ness is found to be a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of an equivalence theorem. Results are given for 
cylindrical, spherical and slab geometries. The functional form 
of the flux ratio relations is developed from theoretical con
siderations, but some of the parameters are adjusted to force-fit 
numerical results. Good agreement over the -entire range of fuel 
and coolant optical thicknesses is demonstrated with numerical 
results calculated using the ANISN program in th~ S8P1 option. 
Wider application 0T these prescriptions, to fast and thermal 
group applicat~ons, is suggested. 

The present results are shown to include th~ Dan~nff 
approximation and Levine factor resultsi developed previously 
for thermal reactors, as limiting cases. The theoretical 
desirability of correcting for the effects of neutron moderation 
in the fuel region of fast reactor unit cells is demonstrated: 
a refinement not required in thermal reactors. 

The method is applied to U-238 self-shielding in thermal 
and fast reactor applications. Heterogeneity corrections in 
fast reactors are so small that the method is not severely tested. 
Calculations of PWR unit cells are compared with LEOPARD program 
calculations. Epithermal group cross sections for U-238 calcu
lated from the LIB-IV fast reactor cross section set using the 
present method agree with the LEOPARD results within about +1% 
for typical PWR lattices; and while disagreement is larger for 
larger and smaller unit cells, all of the qualitative features 
of group cross section dependence are iri agreement. 
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FA~T P.EACTOR DLANKET BENCH!1ARK CALCULATIONS 

. by.< 

~ARTIN STANLEY HACUER 

SUbmitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering 
~..on· September 26, 19 77 in par~ial fulfillment of 

------ .- the requirements for the Degree of 
M~ster of Science in Nuclear Engin~ering. 

ABSTRAC'l' 

Fast reactor blanket rnockups irradiated to date 
in the HIT. Blanket Test Facility are described. Geo-· 
metric configurations and dimensions are presen~. toge
ther with region-wise homogenized compositions in a · ... 
form suitable for use in benchmark computer calculations .. 

Data sets and .computer programs selected an4 p~t 
into use to update the state-of-the-art LMFBR computa
tional capabilities at HIT are described, as are two 
utility codes written by the author to facilitate oper.:.. 
ation of the overall system. 

Illustrative calculations using the new data sets 
are compared with older results and with measured fast 

·neutron penetration (threshold foil detector traverses) 

'. 

in the reflector of r.tockup No. SB. Calculated inte-. · 
gral parameters differ by as much as 15%, and the mea
sured fast neutron flux continues to be much larger t.~an · ·' 
calculated at deep penetrations. Suggestions relative 
to future efforts to reduce the discrepancy are·madc; 
centering on the calculational methodology. 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll 

Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear.Engineering 

--
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GENERATION OF FE\-1 GROUP CROSS SECTIONS FOR THERMAL REACTORS 
USING FASr REACTOR l<lEI'HODS 

by 

Habib Arninfar 

Submi~ted to the Departrrent of Nuclear Engineering on l1a.y 11, 1978 in partial 
··fUlfillment of the requirements for the degrees of i1aster of Science in 

. __ Nuclear Engineering and Nuclear Engineer. 

ABSTRACT 

Epithermal (>0.6 ev) cross sections prepared us~ thermal reactor 
(lEOPARD) a...-1d fast reactor (ANISN) preparation codes are compared for PWR 
lattices as a function of fuel~to-moderator ratio. The fast reactor approach 
is based on the shielding factor (f factor) method and a new equivalence 
theorem relating the background cross section per shielded nucleus, Cb, in 
hete~geneous and homogeneous unit cells. 

Systematic differences of 5% to 10% in fissile and fertile absorption· 
cross sections are found.above 5 Kev, and discrepa..1cies as large as 30% in 
fissile cross sections are evident between 0.6 ev and 5 Kev. Although 
sensitivity studies of the effect on the overall multiplication factor 
indicate that the differences are self compensating to a con.siderahle degree, 
reasons are developed for preferring the fast reactor methodology. 

It is concluded that the fast~reactor rnethod·cilll be adapted to serve, 
both the thermal and fast applications given a modest amount of· additional 
\'lork. 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll 
Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 

Thesis Reader: David D. Lanning 
Title: Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
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EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF THORIUM AND URANIUM, 
BREEDING POTENTIAL IN A FAST REACTOR BLANKET 

by 
David William Medeiros 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering on May 12, 
1978, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree 
of Bachelor of Science. · ·· 

ABSTRACT 

An experimental comparison of thorium and uranium breed
ing potential· in a simulated fast reactor blanket h~s been 
performed. A (partially)· thorium-fueled .subassembly \'las· con
structed, and was irradiated in the uranium-fueled Blanket Te~t 
Facility of the M.I.T. Research Reactor. Data obtained from 
uranium and thorium foils irradiated in the subassembly tra
versing fuel rod and in the adjacent thermal spectrum facility 
were used in measuring the ratio of the integral (spectrum
averaged) microscopic cross-section of Th-232 to that of U-238 
for both fission and capture (\·Jith primary emphasis on the" 
latter) in a neutron spectrum typical of the radial blanket 
spectrum of a fast breeder reactor. State-of-the-art com'puter 
calculations of the same parameters were also executed (ANISl! 
s8P1 using the fifty-group LIB-IV cross section set). Re~ults 
'tiere as follov1s: 

- 02 a 02 a 
(

0
t!28)EXPT = 1. 331 + 0.021; (_c28)CALC = 1.183 - a 
c c 

- 02 - 02 
of 

0.346 :!:. 0.046; 
of . 

0.217 (_ iB·) EXPT = (~)CALC = 
af af 

Reasons for the discrepancies are discussed, and sugges
tions are made for improvements in both the experiments and 
the calculations; the calculations and their cross-section 
input are most in need of re-e~aluation with respect to capture 
ratio calculations, while the experimental fission ratio ditn 
needs improvcment3 in both precision and data arialy3i3. 

These results indicate that thorium may be approximately 
thirty percent more efficient an absorber than U-238; hence, __ 
utilization of thorium as a fertile material may permit more 
neutronically efficient breeding blan~et designs. 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael J. Driscoll 
A33ociate Pl,ofessor• uf 

Nuclear Engineering 
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DESIGN OF A THORIUH ~mTF.L 
FILLED BLANKET ASSEMBLY 

by 

FRANK REi·lSE:N FIELD I III 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering 
on May 12, 1978 in partial fulfillment of the requirements 

for the Degree of Bachelor of Science. 

ABSTRACT 

The thermal-hydraulic design characteristics of an U·:3?~ 
internal blanket assembly fueled wit~ a thorium-uraniu~ met~l 
alloy are evaluated and compared with standard uo2-fueled 
assembiles. · 

Th-U fuel pins, with or without sodium bonding, operate 
well within steady state materials limits, and can be directly 
substituted for UO~ pins of the same diameter. They remain .... 
much cooler during loss of flow accide~ts accompanied by sera~: 
under conditions "\·!here uo

2
-fueled assemblies approach soci-...:.;0 

boiling, the Th-D assembly has a 600°F margin to boiling. On 
the other hand, the Th-U pins heat up twice as fast during 
extremely rapid overpower transients, or loss of flow with6~t 
scram. 

The results are sufficiently ehcouraging to warrant 
further .consideration of Th-U fueled internal blanket assem
blies· in LHFBRs, "\vhere they can provide beneficial spectru.u
hardening, serve as a heat sink during certain transients, 
and provide fo~ self-denaturing of the bred fissile species. 

--

THESIS SUPERVISOR: Michael J. Driscoll 

TITLE: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
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INTE.RFACIAL EFFECTS IN FAST REACTORS 

by 

M. S. Sai.di and M. J. Driscoll 

ABSTRACT 

MITNE-226 

May, 1979 

The problem of increased resonance capture rates near zone inter
faces in fast reactor media has been examined both theoretically and 
experimentally. .-. 

An interface traversing assembly was designed, constructed' and 
employed to measure U-238 capture rates near the blanket-reflector 
interface in the MIT Blanket Test Facility. Prior MIT experiments 
on a thorium-uranium interface in a blanket assembly were also -. 
reanalyzed. Extremely localized fertile capture rate increases~~of 
on the order of SO% were measured immediately at the interfaces~ 
relative to extrapolation of asymptotic interior traverses, and:relative 
to s::c:itc-of-the-art (LIB-IV, SPHINX, Ai~ISN /2DB) calculations whi·ch 
employ infinite-medium self-shileding throughout. a given zone. 

A method was developed to compute a spatially varying background 
scattering cross s~ction· per absorber nucleus, cr ·, which takes into 
account both homogeneous and heterogeneous effec~s on the interface 
flux transient. This permitted use of the standard self-shielding 
factor method (Bondarenko £-factors) to generate modified cross sections 
for thin laye.rs near the interfaces. Calculations of t~e MIT experiments 
using this approach yielded good agreement with the measured data~ 

---
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MITNE-229 
December, 19.79 

AN EVALUATION OF THE BREED/BURN FAST REACTOR CONCEPT 

by 

B. Atefi, M. J. Driscoll ar.d D. D. Lanning 

ABSTRACT 

A core design,concept and fuel management strategy, 
designated 11 breed/burn'', has been evaluated for heb:!Luyeneous 
fast breeder reactors. In this concept internal blanket as
semhli.es after fissile material is bred in over several in
core cycles, are shuffled into a moderated radial blanket 
and/or central island. The most promising materials combina
tion identified used thorium in the internal blankets (due 
to the superior performance of epithermal Th-U233 systems) 

.: and zirconium hydride (ZrlilG) as the moderator (because of 
the compact asse~ly and core designs it permitted)o 

The advantage of moving the U233-enriched thorium in
ternal blankets to the zirconium-hydride-moderated radial 
blanket included production of 20-30% of the total system 
power by the radial blanket, which r~~ulted in a 10·-15i re
duction in the peak core linear heat generation rate (LHGR). 
This in turn can be translated into either a l0-·15% increase 
iu Lhe total pm1cr production from the. core or a J..S-20% re
duction in the ~ure fuel assembly fabricatio~ req11irRrnents 
for the same amount of energy·delivered. Other advantages 
of this core include a 40% reduction in the total reproces
sing requirements, and a 25% reduction in the transportation 
and reprocessing of the plutonium-bearing assemblies compared 
to a more conventional heterogeneous ~ore on the u-ru cycle 
with no blanket shuffling or moderation. 

The reduced plutonium handling and the ability to dena
ture U-233 with U-238 offer a potential improvement in pro
liferation resistance. 

The alternative shuffling strategy of moving the enriched 
internal blankets to the middle of the core, and creation of a 
near-critical moderated central island resulted in a 27% reduc- •· 
tion in the total core fissile plutonium requirement, a 50% 
reduction in the total reprocessing requirements, and a 60% 
reduction in the transportation and reprocessing of 
plutonium-bearing assemblies. 
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It was found that the uriit price of plutonium has a large 
effect on the levelized fuel cycle cost. At a plutonium price 
of 27 $/gr (the indifference value of plutonium in LWR's) the 
core with the central· i~land had a 20% lower fuel cycle cost 
compared to the reference heterogeneous core. This reduction 
in fuel cycle cost increased to 40• when plutonium was assigned 
zero value. 

It is-co.ncluded that the breed/burn fuel management con
ce~t is a usefui.~ddition to the FBR core designer's-repertoire 
of variations which can be worked into the same basic core 
frame. 
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THE NEUTRONICS OF 

INTERNALLY HETEROGE~EOUS 

FAST REACTOR ASSE~·:.BLIES 

by 

l·1.'\RTIN GERARD PLYS 

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineerin3 
on May 8, 1981 in partial fulfillment of 

the require~e~ts for the Degrees of Bachelor of Scie~c~ 
and ~aster of Science in Nuclear Engineering 

ABSTRACT 

The objective of this research has been to eetermi~e 
the relative a~vantages of adding internal morleratia~ a~d/or 
blankets to fast reactor assemblies. ~his studv of s~all
scale, intra-asse2bly heterogeneity ~as motivat~d by the . 
success of ld~se-s~ale, inter-assembly heterogeneity in ~e-

•· 

cent fast reactor and fast-mixed spectruc reactor research.. ~ 
The primary be~efit of the large-scale heterogeneity is a 
reduction in so~ium void worth. 

This work ~as limited to modelling of single-asse2~ly 
behavior, as O??OSed to \vhole core studies. A \·.'ell-l:er~c:-:
marked driver asse2bly uniformly fueled ~ith mixed cxi~e 
pins was chosen as the base case. Selected fuel pi~s ~ere 
replaced by vario'J.s corr.binati:ons of ~.oderator and bla!"'t~·:e~ 
pins of the sase size, the sole exce?tion being a desig~ em
ploying oversiled blanket pins. The S?ecial pins ~ere ar
ranged in t-.-:o ge:ie:::-ic fashions:. A "Ringed .~.sser;:bly" <..1'2Si<;:;n 
r;.;hich S}'m.r:-letrically distribi.J.ted these pins ':tithin t-.!':e assem
bly and a "rlux Trap'' design which clustered these ?2.ns at 
the assembly center. 

Absolute results were found to be sensitiV~ to the 
assembly representation (composition of mesh triangles) and 
choice o~ axial buckling, while relative results were by 
and large unaffected. Therefore the relative perfo=~ance of 
each assembly ~esign could be confidently ranked .. 

It is concluded that only the so-called Ringed :.:o~erator 
design, \-,·hicl1 is madera ted but unblanketed, sho•.·;s an::-' c ::..ear 
advantages with res?ect to the base case. In genera~, it 
was found that any gains in the reduction·of sodium voi~-~orth 
are link~d '\·iit~1 heavy metal loadiny penc.lties. 

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Michael J. Driscoll . . 
Title: Professor of Nuclear En;ineering 
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THERMAL-HYD~~ULIC DESIGN OF 

IllTEP .... ~ALLY HETEROGENEOUS 

FAST BREEDER REACTOR ASSEMBLIES 

by 

---···· SAGHIR AHMAD 

Submitted to the Departmen.t of Nuclear Engineering, July 1981 
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree 
of Nuclear Engineer and the Degree of Master of Science 
in Nuclear Engineering.· 

ABST.?.ACT 

The objective of this investigation has been to 
evaluate the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of 
internally heterogeneous Liquid-~Jletal Cooled Fast 
Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) assemblies. The state-of-the
art code, COBRA-IV-I, has been employed for this 
purpose. This study was done on. isolated single 
assemblies as op!?osed to .whole core analysis. A we~l
benchmarked driver assembly uniformly fueled with ~ixed 
oxide pins was chosen as the base case against which 
all variations were compared. -

Eour different configurations (including the 
uniformly fueled assembly) have been analyzed. The. 
three heterogeneous assemblies were: centrally 
blanketed (depleted uranium replacing mixed oxide -~, 
inside fuel pins); centrally moderated and blankete~ 
(depleted uranium pins surrounding a cluster of _ 
zirconium hydride pins); and a composite fuel assembly 
(containing large-diameter blanket pins). The 
results obtained under similar performance conditions -
same system pressure,· coolar1t inlet temperature, 
coolant mass flow rate, and average heat flux for 
the assembly - indicate that the uniform fuel 
assembly and the centrally moderated and blanketed 
assembly function within the design limits on coolant, 
clad and fuel centerl-ine temperature, but the 
centrally blanketed and the composite fuel assemblies 
will have to be derated to comoensate for driver fuel 
displacement. The centrally m;derated and blanketed 
assembly appears attractive because of its more 
favorable radial temperature distribution and its 
enhanced safety characteristics, e.g., the 
inve~tory of cold sodium in the center of the assembly 
should be beneficial under overpower conditions. 
However, this also has unfavorable aspects (thermal 
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stress, shock and striping) because of the large 
sodium temperature differential within the assembly. 
Isolated subchannel analysis was also investigated 
and found to be too conservative to be used to make 
practical design decisions. 

Thesis Supervisor: 
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Thesis Supervisor: 
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